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After being abandoned by his animal
friends, Little John Crow must come to
terms with what it means to be part of
a community when you are a vulture.
Little John Crow is a young vulture growing up in Jamaica. One morning
while playing with his friends he realizes he has no idea what his parents
do for work. He and his friends set out to solve this mystery, but what they
discover shocks them—h is parents are scary vultures! Filled with humor
and memorable characters, Little John Crow reminds us of the importance
of accepting our differences and remembering that life offers a place and
purpose for us all.
Ziggy Marley is an eight-t ime GRAMMY Award winner, Emmy Award winner, author,

philanthropist, and reggae icon.
Orly Marley is an Israeli-born entrepreneur and music manager.

Little John Crow
Ziggy and Orly Marley
Illustrated by Gordon Rowe

JUVENILE FICTION
NOVEMBER
8¼ x 11 | 64 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $18.95 | CAN $24.99
9781617759802 W*
Ages 3 to 8
eBook available

www.akashicbooks.com
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Ten million years from now, dinosaurs
are long forgotten—but the exhibits on
humans are pretty cool.
One day many years from now, a young Nøørfbløøk child named Plib goes
on a class trip to his favorite place—t he Natural History Museum! Plib’s
favorite displays are of human beings. He knows they went extinct ten
million years ago, but how did humans go extinct?
Marciano’s hilarious and timely story, brought to life by Hoppe’s
laugh-out-loud illustrations, provides a great vehicle for parents to discuss
the environment, natural history, and global human behavior.
Johnny Marciano is a New York Times best-selling author and illustrator.
Paul Hoppe has illustrated various children’s books, including Good Vibrations (song
lyrics by Mike Love and Brian Wilson).

How Did Humans
Go Extinct?
Johnny Marciano
Illustrated by Paul Hoppe

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
Black Sheep
8 x 10 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781617759277 W*
Ages 3 to 7
eBook available
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Akashic Books—Black Sheepwww.akashicbooks.com

Ric Ocasek’s rock and roll classic,
“Good Times Roll”—one of the Cars’
greatest hit songs—leaps off the page
in this exhilarating picture book.
“Let the good times roll
Let them knock you around
Let the good times roll
Let them make you a clown . . .”
Good Times Roll is a delightful picture book based on the Cars’ hit song by
lead singer/guitarist Ric Ocasek. “Good Times Roll” was the third single on
the Cars’ groundbreaking debut 1978 album The Cars, which has sold over
six million copies.
Ric Ocasek (1944–2019) was an American singer, songwriter, poet, and producer, best
known as the lead vocalist and rhythm guitarist for the Cars.
Rob Sayegh Jr. is an illustrator who lives in San Francisco.

Good Times Roll
A Children’s Picture Book
Ric Ocasek
Illustrated by Rob Sayegh Jr.

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
LyricPop
8¼ x 8¼ | 24 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781617758485 W*
Ages 7 and under
eBook available

www.akashicbooks.com

Akashic Books—LyricPop
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In this wordless story, an ordinary
day at the beach transforms into an
unforgettable adventure.
“A knockout . . . This book is a feat of illustration, a carnival of color.”
—Lulu Miller
This vibrantly illustrated adventure story featuring two sisters who wander
off during a family beach trip leads the audience through a richly imagined
land packed with spectacular flowers and foliage well suited to Willy Wonka’s
botanical garden. Samworth combines the natural with the surreal in
harmonious colors to create a landscape that promises new discoveries
on each visit.
Kate Samworth is an artist and illustrator whose books include the Kirkus Prize–winning

Aviary Wonders Inc., Liza Jane and the Dragon (by Laura Lippman), and Why Fish Don’t
Exist (by Lulu Miller).

Grand Isle
Kate Samworth

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
Black Sheep
10 x 8 | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $18.95 | CAN $24.99
9781617759765 W*
Ages 3 to 8
eBook available
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Akashic Books—Black Sheepwww.akashicbooks.com

Sixteen-year-old Geth Montego must carve
a new path for herself in a world turned
upside down by the COVID pandemic and
Black Lives Matter protests.
“An insightful, eye-opening, and inventive story. C.J. Farley has penned a
novel that sheds an important light on real issues facing young people today.”
—Angie Thomas, author of The Hate U Give
Geth Montego only has three friends. There’s her best friend Tovah, who’s
been acting weird ever since they started applying to the same colleges.
Then there’s Diego, who she wants to ask to prom, but if she does it could
ruin everything. And there’s the K-pop band BTS, who she’s never seen
up close but she’s certain she’d be BFFs with every member of the group if
she ever met them for real. Then Geth’s small town of New Rochelle, New
York, becomes the center of a virus sweeping the world. Schools are closed,
jobs are lost, and the only human contact she has is over Zoom. After a
confrontation with cops, Geth gets caught up in the Black Lives Matter
movement and finds herself having to brave the dangers she’s spent months
in quarantine trying to avoid.
C.J. Farley was born in Jamaica and lives in New Rochelle, NY. A graduate of Harvard

University, Farley is the author Game World; and the best-selling biography Aaliyah: More
Than a Woman, which was adapted into a hit Lifetime movie; and Around Harvard Square
which won an NAACP Image Award.

Also Available

Also Available
Around Harvard
Square
C. J. Farley
Trade Paper
US $14.95 | CAN $19.99
9781617757143 W
Ages 14 and up
eBook available

www.akashicbooks.com

Game World
C.J. Farley
Trade Paper
US $15.95 | CAN $20.99
9781617751974 W*
Ages 10 and up
eBook available

Zero O’Clock
C.J. Farley

YOUNG ADULT FICTION
SEPTEMBER
Black Sheep
5¼ x 8 | 288 pp
Trade Paper
US $15.95 | CAN $20.99
9781617759758 W*
Ages 12 to 18
eBook available

Akashic Books—Black Sheep
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In 1668, a young Jamaican girl, Kemosha,
secures her freedom from enslavement and
finds her true self while sailing to Panama
with the legendary Captain Morgan.
Kemosha of the Caribbean is Alex Wheatle’s second historical YA fiction set
in Jamaica. In 1668, fifteen-year-old Kemosha is sold by a slave owner to a
tavern keeper in Port Royal, Jamaica—t he “wickedest city on earth.” She
soon flees from a brutal assault and finds herself in the company of a free
Black man, Ravenhide. Ravenhide is an expert swordsman in the employ of
the notorious Captain Morgan. Kemosha proves to be a natural with a sword,
and after several weeks of training returns to defeat the tavern owner in a
sword-fighting wager that wins her her freedom.
The duel catches the attention of Captain Morgan, who invites her to
join Ravenhide on a pillaging voyage to Panama aboard his infamous ship,
The Satisfaction. As her swashbuckling legend grows, she realizes she has
the power to win freedom not just for herself, but for her kin and her soul
mate Isabella as well—but not without paying a terrible price . . . Kemosha of
the Caribbean enlightens as it entertains, bringing 17th-century Jamaica to
life and creating an unforgettable heroine for all ages.

Kemosha of the
Caribbean
Alex Wheatle

YOUNG ADULT FICTION
FEBRUARY
Black Sheep
5¼ x 8 | 220 pp
Trade Paper
US $15.95 | CAN $20.99
9781617759826 W*
Paper over Board
US $33.95 | CAN $44.99
9781636140001 W*
Ages 12 to 18
eBook available
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Alex Wheatle is the author of several best-selling books including the young adult novels

Cane Warriors and Home Girl. He is the subject of the historical drama film Alex Wheatle,
which is part of filmmaker Steve McQueen’s lauded series Small Axe. His body of work is a
finalist for the 2021 NSK Neustadt Prize for Children’s Literature. Wheatle lives in South
London.

Also Available

Also Available
Cane Warriors

Home Girl

Alex Wheatle
Trade Paper
US $15.95 | CAN $20.99
9781617758553 W*

Alex Wheatle
Trade Paper
US $14.95 | CAN $19.99
9781617757532 W*

Paper over Board
US $33.95 | CAN $44.99
9781617759062 W*
Ages 12 to 18

Paper over Board
US $38.95 | CAN $50.99
9781617757952 W*
Ages 12 and up

eBook available

eBook available

Akashic Books—Black Sheepwww.akashicbooks.com

We admire the ancient wonders today,
but somebody had to build them. No heavy
machinery, no semitrucks, no cement
mixers. How was it even possible to build
such wonders as pyramids and temples in
ancient times?
Each one was unique, its beauty and magnificence lauded by the greatest poets
and writers of the age. Everyone longed to see for themselves the Wonders
of the World: the Colossus of Rhodes, the majestic Great Pyramids of Giza,
the Lighthouse of Alexandria (which withstood earthquakes and gales), the
spellbinding Statue of Zeus at Olympia, the breathtaking Temple of Artemis
in Ephesus, the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus, and the Hanging Gardens of
Babylon (inspiration for so many myths and legends). Just one of them—
the pyramids—survives today. But come with us as we go back in time and
learn the secrets of how these gems of ancient architecture were created. The
building of each architectural masterpiece comprised so many details and
small jobs, so much daily grind and sustained effort, with or without the help
of machines.
Ludmila Hénková hails from the Czech Republic and besides writing, she designs

teaching programs and evening activities and writes song lyrics.
Tomáš Svoboda is a self-t aught illustrator from Brno, Czech Republic. Although his
main professional interest is in graphic design, in the past two years he has focused more
on drawing.

How the Seven Wonders
of the Ancient World
Were Built
Ludmila Hénková
Illustrated by Tomáš Svoboda
JUVENILE NONFICTION
OCTOBER
9½ x 12½ | 56 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9788000061344 W*
Ages 9 and up

www.albatrosbooks.com

Albatros Media
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Atlas of Extinct
Animals

Atlas of Endangered
Animals

Radek Malý

Radek Malý

Illustrated by Pavel Dvorský
and Jiří Grbavčič

Illustrated by Pavel Dvorský
and Pavla Dvorská

JUVENILE NONFICTION
NOVEMBER
Large Encyclopedias of Animals
9 x 13 | 88 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $24.99 | CAN $32.99
9788000061269 W*
Ages 9 and up

JUVENILE NONFICTION
FEBRUARY
Large Encyclopedias of Animals
9 x 13 | 88 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $24.99 | CAN $32.99
9788000061276 W*
Ages 9 and up

The first book in this series presents
animals that once walked the Earth,
but have vanished due to the actions
of humankind.

This book provides both a wake-up call
and hope. If we behave responsibly
toward nature, these species can still
be saved.

In this book, award-w inning poet Radek Malý tells the stories of fortyone extinct species and studies the causes of their sad demise. The large-
format Atlas of Extinct Animals is supplemented with beautifully expressive
full-page illustrations by gifted artist Jiří Grbavčič and detailed pictures
by renowned scientific illustrator Pavel Dvorský. The gorgeous, detailed
depictions and descriptions of species and their fates can only serve as
a reminder and as a warning of how much life has already disappeared
from the Earth. The atlas also shows that the disappearances continue.
Page by page it nears the present day and ultimately introduces creatures
that still existed a few years ago, like the Zanzibar leopard (until 1996)
and the Chinese river dolphin (until 2007). In the end, we are left with
a bitter question: Which creature will next be added to this atlas? This
book was selected by White Ravens 2020 for the annual catalog of book
recommendations in the field of international children’s and youth
literature.

We are born, we live, we die, and we loot our planet. We pollute it, mine
it, cut down forests, and transform them into arable land. We pump out
groundwater as well as raw materials . . . Entire lines of threatened species,
however, are dying before our eyes. Do we want to continue like this?
Atlas of Endangered Animals maps out the dangers that specific threatened
species face. The writer Radek Malý encourages people to think about their
actions. The ambitiously conceived atlas is accompanied by remarkable fullpage illustrations by Pavel Dvorský, supplemented by scientific illustrations
by his wife Pavla Dvorská. These are stories of forty-one species whose
ongoing existence rests in our hands.
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Multitalented Czech artist Pavel Dvorský reconstructs the prehistoric world in
collaboration with archaeologists and also designs stamps for the Czech Post Office.

Albatros Mediawww.albatrosbooks.com

Indulge in the captivating world of
colors! Dive into the world of the diverse
shapes and patterns that are hiding
everywhere in nature.
Nature and colors again? Why not! You’d be surprised how often the same
shapes and patterns are repeated in nature. What is shaped like a heart or
a star around us? Which animal, mineral, or plant is pointed and which of
them wears wavy shapes? The ground, underground, even the deep dark
seas are teeming with waves, dots, stripes, playful spots, curly spirals, and
complicated patterns. Even the tiniest ones have a place in nature and a
reason to be there. Camouflage patterns help animals blend in with their
surroundings, while the more distinct ones serve them during courtship
or when spooking an intruder. Discover marvelous shapes and patterns
you can find all around you. The first book in this series was selected by
the Wall Street Journal in the “Best Picture Books for Kids.”
Magdalena Konečná illustrated her first book when she was only seventeen years old.

Her main sources of inspiration are her dreams and travels and the natural world. You can
find her pictures on greeting cards and in notebooks as well as in publications. She lives
and works in the Czech Republic.

Shapes and Patterns
in Nature
Jana Sedláčková and
Štěpánka Sekaninová
Illustrated by Magdalena Konečná

Also Available

Also Available
Colors in Nature

Colors of Habitats

Jana Sedláčková and
Štěpánka Sekaninová
Illustrated by
Magdalena Konečná
Nature’s Wonderful Colors
Paper over Board
US $14.95 | CAN $19.99
9788000059334 W*
Ages 6 and up

Jana Sedláčková and
Štěpánka Sekaninová
Illustrated by
Magdalena Konečná
Nature’s Wonderful Colors
Paper over Board
US $14.95 | CAN $19.99
9788000059341 W*
Ages 6 and up

www.albatrosbooks.com

JUVENILE NONFICTION
NOVEMBER
Nature’s Wonderful Colors
9½ x 11 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $14.95 | CAN $19.99
9788000061252 W*
Ages 6 and up

Albatros Media
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Who said ordinariness is boring?
This book shows ordinary things, along
with their origins and inventors, in a
new light. Come explore their secrets!
They’re all around us. We use them daily, pass them by, and it never
occurs to us to stop and think about where they came from. What, you
ask? The most ordinary things in the world, of course! Shoes, umbrellas,
toothbrushes, toothpicks, socks, dolls, and so on and so forth. How did they
come to be? Who invented them? How did they develop and change over
time? To learn the answers to these questions, peek behind the curtain that
drapes the most ordinary things in mystery. Then read on and learn the story
of common things.
Štěpánka Sekaninová used to work as a TV reporter and in the production of children’s

programs. Now she is a writer and a editor-in-chief, living in the Czech Republic.
Eva Chupíková , a Czech author and illustrator, focuses on bringing history and culture

to life for children. She has been nominated several times for the Czech IBBY Golden
Ribbon Award.

Encyclopedia of
Ordinary Things
Štěpánka Sekaninová
Illustrated by Eva Chupíková

JUVENILE NONFICTION
OCTOBER
8½ x 11 | 96 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9788000061283 W*
Ages 6 to 12
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Who brings Christmas presents in Italy?
Where can we sunbathe on the beach
on Christmas Day? Why do Russians
celebrate Christmas in January?
Everyone loves Christmas! But have you ever considered that Christmas
might be celebrated elsewhere in the world in another way? What is the
typical Christmas dish in Japan? Would you like to spend Christmas day in
Ethiopia? Which goodies are always present on festive tables in Greece? On
our journey together you’ll learn lots of interesting things about the year’s
most beautiful holiday.
Pavla Hanáčková hails from the Czech Republic and is a keen traveler. She draws

inspiration wherever she goes, all the while feeding another of her passions—food and
everything associated with it.

How Kids Celebrate
Christmas Around
the World
Pavla Hanáčková and
Karolina Medková
Illustrated by Mária Nerádová
JUVENILE NONFICTION
OCTOBER
Kids Around the World
8½ x 11 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $15.95 | CAN $20.99
9788000061313 W*
Ages 6 to 9

www.albatrosbooks.com

Albatros Media
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How Kids Live
Around the World
Pavla Hanáčková and
Helena Haraštová
Illustrated by
Michaela Bergmannová

How Kids Celebrate
Holidays Around
the World
Pavla Hanáčková and
Helena Haraštová
Illustrated by
Michaela Bergmannová

JUVENILE NONFICTION
SEPTEMBER
Kids Around the World
8½ x 11 | 36 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $15.95 | CAN $20.99
9788000061306 W*
Ages 6 to 9

JUVENILE NONFICTION
SEPTEMBER
Kids Around the World
8½ x 11 | 36 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $15.95 | CAN $20.99
9788000061290 W*
Ages 6 to 9

From a skyscraper to a houseboat, kids
live in all kinds of places. Peek inside
their dwellings across the globe and
see their amazing cultures!

This series takes young readers to
different parts of the world, showing
a wide range of cultures and traditions.
See how varied the world is!

Have you ever wondered how kids live in other countries? This book gives
you a great opportunity to look inside homes on all continents and discover
how different kids’ lives can be. People build their homes for comfort and to
suit local conditions. Do you know how children live in Mongolia? Or what
life’s like in an icy igloo? How about in a rainforest? Come with us to take a
look at homes in all parts of the world, and to make new friends who’ll tell
you all about their culture.

Are you curious how people make merry in other countries? Good
company, great food and drink, and most importantly, lots of fun—we all
like celebrating holidays! But have you ever wondered how people spend
holidays across the world? Together we’ll join in with many celebrations,
all of them different. What’s Halloween like in Ireland, and Timkat in
Ethiopia? What are the customs observed at Hanukkah? You’ll make new
friends who’ll tell you all about their culture. Ready to explore? It’s party
time all over the world!

12
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This playful series introduces children
to various evolutionary traits that
have helped animals adapt to their
environment or way of life.
Why does a peacock have such extravagant tail feathers? Why do crocodiles
have eyes on the top of their heads? Which animal is a master of camouflage?
And who has legs not made for walking? Discover the coolest animal
anatomy tricks! Thanks to the fun layout with cut-outs, at first only a part of
the animal’s body is revealed on the page. Will the young reader be able to
tell which animal that mouth, skin, or eye belongs to? All you have to do is
open up the page and the animal appears in all its glory and the child learns
why the animal looks the way it does. So let’s get started!
Radka Píro is a bookworm, keen traveler, and lover of original stories. She studied foreign

languages and then journeyed to distant corners of the world to find out what to do next in
life. Currently she is a writer and an editor who resides in the Czech Republic.
Lida Larina is an illustrator and artist from Moscow, Russia. She draws illustrations for
children’s books, magazines, blogs, and cartoons. Inspired by nature, animals, the sound
of trees, and the smell of books. Now, along with illustration, she’s studying animation
and making her own animated short film.

Animal Adaptations
Unique Body Parts
Radka Píro
Illustrated by Lida Larina

JUVENILE NONFICTION
NOVEMBER
Can You Guess Who I Am?
8¾ x 8¾ | 20 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $14.95 | CAN $19.99
9788000061337 W*
Ages 6 to 9

www.albatrosbooks.com

Albatros Media
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Look through the cut-outs and guess who
it is! First a game, then plenty of funny
and interesting animal facts.
Find out how frogs survive in the desert, how otters have adapted to life in
the water, and which bird can fly the highest. What other extreme conditions
can animals survive? Thanks to the fun layout with cut-outs, at first only a
part of the animal’s body is revealed on the page. Will the young reader be
able to tell which animal that tail, that fur, or those legs belong to? All you
have to do is open up the page and the animal appears in all its glory, with the
child learning why the animal looks the way it does. So let’s get started!
Radka Píro is a bookworm, keen traveler, and lover of original stories. She studied foreign

languages and then journeyed to distant corners of the world to find out what to do next in
life. Currently she is a writer and an editor who resides in the Czech Republic.
Lida Larina is an illustrator and artist from Moscow, Russia. She draws illustrations
for children’s books, magazines, blogs, and cartoons. Inspired by nature, animals, the
sound of the trees, and the smell of books. Now, along with illustration, she’s studying
animation and making her own animated short film.

Animal Adaptations
Extreme Conditions
Radka Píro
Illustrated by Lida Larina

JUVENILE NONFICTION
DECEMBER
Can You Guess Who I Am?
8¾ x 8¾ | 20 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $14.95 | CAN $19.99
9788000061320 W*
Ages 6 to 9
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The story of a lost little fawn. Following
his mom’s trail, we learn about animals
and their footprints. It’s an exciting
exploration—with animals hidden under
the flaps!
A little fawn gets lost in the forest . . . Anxious and confused, he leaves in
search of his mom, following a trail in the soil of the forest. But were these
tracks really left by Mother Deer? Maybe someone else went this way. On
his expedition, the fawn learns a lot about all kinds of animals. What makes
the squirrel such a great climber? What do the tracks of a horned owl look
like? Do you know which animal is the quietest when it’s moving? Or how
a duck uses its legs to swim? If you help the fawn find his mom, a surprise
will await you under every flap. And maybe you will recognize some tracks
left in the soil or in the snow on your next walk!
Carmen Saldaña lives in Gijon, a little rainy city in the north of Spain. She loves furry
animals, birds, bugs, leaves, and everything related to nature—the main source of
inspiration for her illustrations.

Whose Track Is It?
Radka Píro
Illustrated by Carmen Saldaña

JUVENILE NONFICTION
OCTOBER
Tracks and Homes
8¼ x 8¼ | 14 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $12.95 | CAN $16.99
9788000060934 W*
Ages 3 to 6

www.albatrosbooks.com

Albatros Media
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A funny story about a snail trying to
find his perfect home. Come explore
this board book—with animals hidden
under every flap!
Most animals have a place they call home. But what do you do when you
don’t have a clue where that place is? This is exactly what happened to one
helpless little snail who decided to find his perfect home. What do you
think it will look like? Will anyone take him in? The snail learns what kind
of dwellings wasps build for themselves, what it is like for the mole to live
underground, and which animals build nests. And he finds that perhaps,
while looking for a house, he doesn’t have to look very far. Come join the
snail on his adventure and learn about the homes of different animals and
what it is like to live in them.
Carmen Saldaña lives in Gijon, a little rainy city in the north of Spain. She loves furry
animals, birds, bugs, leaves, and everything related to nature—the main source of
inspiration for her illustrations.

Whose Home Is It?
Radka Píro
Illustrated by Carmen Saldaña

JUVENILE NONFICTION
NOVEMBER
Tracks and Homes
8¼ x 8¼ | 14 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $12.95 | CAN $16.99
9788000060927 W*
Ages 3 to 6

16
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Books with a playful mechanism
introducing young readers to some
basic concepts.
Is the house big or small? Is the ball clean or dirty? What’s the difference
between old and new? In this board book, kids will learn the basic opposites
they meet on an everyday basis! This way, children will learn their first words
with us! On every page, there is a little surprise waiting for them: thanks
to cut-outs on every spread, one image transforms into another as the page
turns. Combined with thoughtful and lively illustrations, this book is perfect
for little ones!
Veronika Zacharová is a graphic artist, illustrator, and animator from the Czech
Republic. She has made several animated films and projects, some of which have won
festival awards. She is an author of the visual identity and the jingle for Anifilm, a Czech
animation festival.

Big or Small?
Lenka Chytilová
Illustrated by Veronika Zacharová

JUVENILE NONFICTION
SEPTEMBER
First Words
6½ x 6½ | 14 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $8.99 | CAN $11.99
9788000061351 W*
Ages up to 3

www.albatrosbooks.com

Albatros Media
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What’s roaring and whirring over here?
Cars zoom back and forth along the
highway, ships roll over the water, and
planes fly overhead. There’s so much to
hear and see!
With this board book, kids will learn to name various modes of transport
that move in water and on land. This way, children will learn their first words
with us! On every page, there is a little surprise waiting for them: thanks to
the cut-outs on every spread, one image transforms into another as the page
turns. Combined with thoughtful and lively illustrations, this book is perfect
for little ones!
Veronika Zacharová is a graphic artist, illustrator, and animator from the Czech
Republic. She has made several animated films and projects, some of which have won
festival awards. She is an author of the visual identity and the jingle for Anifilm, a Czech
animation festival.

Plane or Boat?
Lenka Chytilová
Illustrated by Veronika Zacharová

JUVENILE NONFICTION
OCTOBER
First Words
6½ x 6½ | 14 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $8.99 | CAN $11.99
9788000061382 W*
Ages up to 3

18
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Sunny or Cloudy?

Sheep or Cow?

Lenka Chytilová

Lenka Chytilová

Illustrated by
Veronika Zacharová

Illustrated by
Veronika Zacharová

JUVENILE NONFICTION
NOVEMBER
First Words
6½ x 6½ | 14 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $8.99 | CAN $11.99
9788000061368 W*
Ages up to 3

JUVENILE NONFICTION
DECEMBER
First Words
6½ x 6½ | 14 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $8.99 | CAN $11.99
9788000061375 W*
Ages up to 3

Various types of weather explained
in a simple yet original way.

Amusing illustrations metamorphosing
into different objects from one page to
the next.

What’s the weather like today? Is it hot or cold outside? Is it windy or rainy?
And what if a storm is coming? With this board book, kids will learn various
types of weather and observe how it affects a curious little fox, the cute
guide of this book. This way, children can learn their first words with us!
On every page, there is a little surprise waiting for them: thanks to cut-outs
on every spread, one image transforms into another as the page turns.
Combined with thoughtful and lively illustrations, this book is perfect
for little ones!

www.albatrosbooks.com

Lots of animals live on the farm, but it can be difficult for young children to
name them all. What about the one with the yellow beak that lays eggs? Is
it a hen? Or perhaps a duck? With this board book, kids will learn about the
animals that live on the farm. This way, children can learn their first words
with us! On every page, there is a little surprise waiting for them: thanks
to cut-outs on every spread, one image transforms into another as the
page turns. Combined with thoughtful and lively illustrations, this book
is perfect for little ones!

Albatros Media
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Childhoods of Famous People

The Stories of Musical Instruments

JUVENILE NONFICTION
8 x 11 | 48 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $14.95 | CAN $19.99
9788000059228 W*

Illustrated by Jakub Cenkl
JUVENILE NONFICTION
8 x 11 | 68 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9788000059327 W*

Animal Helpers

Discovering the Underground
with Snow White

Tomáš Tu°ma

Štěpánka Sekaninová

Illustrated by Misha Bera
JUVENILE NONFICTION
9 x 11 | 48 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9788000059464 W*
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Štěpánka Sekaninová

Tom Velčovský

Illustrated by Jakub Cenkl
JUVENILE NONFICTION
Fairytale Encyclopedia
9 x 9 | 14 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $15.95 | CAN $20.99
9788000059433 W*

Atlas of Dogs

Štěpánka Sekaninová, Jana Sedláčková,
and Ester Dobiášová
Illustrated by Marcel Kralik
JUVENILE NONFICTION
9 x 11 | 104 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9788000059358 W*

World Record Animals
Oldřich Ru°žička

Illustrated by Tomáš Pernický
JUVENILE NONFICTION
10 x 12 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $14.95 | CAN $20.99
9788000059310 W*

Selected Backlist from Albatros Mediawww.albatrosbooks.com

The heart-rending story of Laika, the
brave space traveler, by the co-authors
of From the Stars in the Sky to the Fish
in the Sea.
By two of the co-creators of the acclaimed children’s book From the Stars
in the Sky to the Fish in the Sea: the moving and beautifully told story of
Laika, the dog who learned the names of the stars. Laika is an orphaned
stray dog who lives in the streets of Moscow in the 1950s in the then Soviet
Union. Although she is loved by her pack, Laika longs to one day learn the
names of the stars, since she knows that all dogs become stars when they
die—i ncluding her parents. One day, a Russian scientist named Vlad offers
Laika the chance to travel to the stars by helping him with an important
experiment, an event that will change the entire world.
Part fable, part dog story, part history lesson, young and older readers
alike will find themselves captivated by Laika’s brave and loving heart, and
by her story, which holds important lessons about world peace, science, and
the deep bonds between humans and every other creature with whom we
share the planet.

For Laika
The Dog Who Learned the
Names of the Stars
Kai Cheng Thom
Illustrated by Kai Yun Ching
JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
9 x 12 | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth
US $18.95
9781551528625 US
Ages 3 to 8
eBook available

www.arsenalpulp.com

Arsenal Pulp Press
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Travesía

The Street Belongs to Us

Green Glass Ghosts

JUVENILE FICTION
6 x 8 | 162 pp
10 B&W illustrations
Trade Paper
US $12.95
9781551528403 US
Ages 8 to 12
eBook available

Illustrated by Gem Hall
YOUNG ADULT FICTION
6 x 8 | 176 pp
B&W illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $16.95
9781551528380 US
Ages 14 and up
eBook available

The Name I Call Myself

The Boy & the Bindi

Illustrated by Cathryn John
JUVENILE FICTION
10 x 8 | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $17.95
9781551528090 US
Ages 5 to 9
eBook available

Rajni Perera
JUVENILE FICTION
11 x 8 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth
US $17.95
9781551526683 US
Ages 4 to 8
eBook available

God Loves Hair:
10th Anniversary Edition

A Migrant Girl’s Cross-Border Journey/
El viaje de una joven migrante
As told by Michelle Gerster
Fiona Dunnett
YOUNG ADULT FICTION
7 x 10½ | 72 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $17.95
9781551528366 US
Ages 12 and up
eBook available

Hasan Namir
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Karleen Pendleton Jimenez

Vivek Shraya

Rae Spoon

Vivek Shraya

Juliana Neufeld
YOUNG ADULT FICTION
8 x 5 | 128 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $21.95
9781551528137 US
Ages 12 and up
eBook available

Selected Backlist from Arsenal Pulp Presswww.arsenalpulp.com

Berbay Publishing
Melbourne, Australia
www.berbaybooks.com

Berbay Publishing is an award-w inning independent children’s publishing house based in Melbourne Australia that has established a
reputation locally and internationally for producing high-quality, original, and enriching children’s books for readers from ages 0–12.
Berbay’s books contain stories with universal appeal and an eye for playfulness. We publish stories that have depth—that are
imaginative, poignant, and humorous. Stories that provoke thoughtfulness, inspire empathy, and are directed towards the child. But
we also feel strongly that books should be beautiful. So, our design-centric list is filled with the work of artists from around the world
whose illustrations help engage the reader and enhance the reading experience.
We believe that publishing should be creative and should inspire creativity. That books should be treasured and loved and that
stories are for sharing.
berbaybooks.com
@ berbay_books

first season at Consortium
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A heart-warming, socially-conscious
story of acceptance and belonging
from one of Australia’s most celebrated
picture book creators.
”A standout classic for all ages, a masterly tale of friendship and dignity.”
—Shaun Tan
Clive Prendergast is a fox who lives successfully in the city, in a one-room
apartment in a busy part of town. Humphrey is a donkey who works odd jobs
and doesn’t always have a fixed address. Nobody Owns the Moon is the story
of their friendship.
This tale about what we have, even when it doesn’t feel like a lot, is a
reminder that everything under the moon is ours to share.
Tohby Riddle is an award-w inning Australian author/illustrator whose books have been

translated widely.

Nobody Owns the Moon
Tohby Riddle

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
9¾ x 11 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $17.99 | CAN $21.99
9780994384195 USC
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A sneak peek at art from Nobody Owns the Moon!

www.berbaybooks.com

Berbay Publishing
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A future classic for modern kids.

“Helps build spatial awareness and memory development, too.”
—Weekend Herald Sun
This multi-t iered concept book about shape and colour sorting and
object identification is designed to be used for varying stages of a toddlers’
development.
Design enthusiast will appreciate the use of Spot UV varnish on every
spread introducing a new color, and parents will find that the interactive
nature of the book and satisfying conclusion make this a rare concept book
with longevity.
John Canty is an award-w inning Australian creator of picture books. His Heads and Tails
series has been translated around the world.

Shapes and Colors
John Canty

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
11 x 8 | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $17.99 | CAN $21.99
9780645069686 USC
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Berbay Publishingwww.berbaybooks.com

A celebration of Japanese culture and
the fleeting beauty of nature.

We often hear about the beauty of cherry blossoms, but this book takes that
idea much further and explores how this natural occurrence, makes people
stop and notice their surroundings.
To make this story relatable, the author juxtaposes city scenes with the
development of the cherry blossoms. So, we see that in an environment filled
with routines, the arrival of the cherry blossoms is a unifying force that
brings people together in their admiration for the delicate blooms.
Narisa Togo is a printmaker and illustrator and lives in Japan.

When the Sakura Bloom
Narisa Togo

JUVENILE FICTION
MARCH
12 x 8¾ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $17.99 | CAN $21.99
9780648953319 USC

www.berbaybooks.com

Berbay Publishing
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A clever cautionary tale for fans of
Chris Haughton and Jean Jullien.

Using a sequence of escalating events a mother warns a young girl what
could occur if she touches a butterfly, hence introducing the chaos theory
of the butterfly effect, in a funny, accessible way.
This picture book will delight the very young who love suspense
and allow children to explore the question they love to ask—“And then
what happens?”—w ith increasingly dramatic effect. While touching a
butterfly does not always lead to a circus caravan pileup, in the hands of
Philippe Jalbert, we can expect the unexpected.
Philippe Jalbert has been publishing books in France for over a decade.

And . . .
Philippe Jalbert

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
8¾ x 9½ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $17.99 | CAN $21.99
9780648953371 USC
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Berbay Publishingwww.berbaybooks.com

Kids can do their part to help heal the
world and stop the pandemic by getting
a COVID vaccine.

After months of wearing masks, washing hands, and social distancing, kids
have another way to help during the COVID-19 pandemic: they need to get a
vaccine. With one little prick, kids can get protection from the virus and help
protect their family, their friends, and their community. In straightforward
language, this book explains to kids how vaccines will help us rid the world
of COVID-19 and how they have a role to play in that mission.
Beth Bacon is the author, and Kary Lee, the illustrator, of numerous children’s books.
Together they created the award-w inning COVID-19 Helpers (Blair, 2020).

Helping Our World
Get Well
COVID Vaccines
Beth Bacon
Illustrated by Kary Lee
Also Available in Spanish!
Ayudando a que
Nuestro Planeta
a Mejorar
Las Vacunas para el
COVID
Beth Bacon
Illustrated by Kary Lee
Trade Paper
US $10.95 | CAN $14.99
9781949467765 W
Ages 5 to 11
eBook available

www.blairpub.com

JUVENILE NONFICTION
SEPTEMBER
8 x 10 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $10.95 | CAN $14.99
9781949467741 W
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $24.00 | CAN $32.99
9781949467734 W
Ages 5 to 11
eBook available

Blair
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COVID-19 HELPERS

A story for kids about the coronavirus and the
people helping during the 2020 pandemic
Beth Bacon
Illustrated by Kary Lee
JUVENILE NONFICTION
8 x 10 | 36 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $10.95 | CAN $14.99
9781949467611 W
Trade Cloth
US $24.00 | CAN $31.99
9781949467604 W
Ages 5 to 11
eBook available

AYUDANTES EN COVID-19

Una explicación objetiva pero optimista
de la pandemia de coronavirus
Beth Bacon
Illustrated by Kary Lee
JUVENILE NONFICTION
8 x 10 | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $10.95 | CAN $14.99
9781949467642 W
Trade Cloth, Picture book
US $24.00 | CAN $31.99
9781949467635 W
Ages 5 to 11
eBook available

What If Wilhelmina
Joseph Belisle

JUVENILE FICTION
11 x 8½ | 38 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781949467413 W
Ages 4 to 8
eBook available

Wild Geese Flying

The Little Turkle

The North Carolina Alphabet Book

Illustrated by Jamison Ipock
JUVENILE FICTION
11 x 8½ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781949467574 W
Ages 4 to 8
eBook available

Illustrated by Susan Mason
JUVENILE FICTION
11 x 8½ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781949467048 W
Ages 2 to 7
eBook available

Edited by Walter Brown
JUVENILE FICTION
Carolina Wren Press
8½ x 10⅞ | 64 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9780932112507 USC

Deborah Van Dyken
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Deborah Van Dyken

Pamela George

Selected Backlist from Blairwww.blairpub.com

A joyful story about embracing change,
from a much-loved, award-winning team.

This is the last time I’ll run through these trees . . .
This is the last time I’ll dream by this fire . . .
Goodbye, old house. Goodbye.
A heartwarming story of letting go and starting anew, with a unique
illustration style that allows room and space for the reader’s imagination.
Printed on FSC-certified paper with vegetable inks.
Margaret Wild is one of Australia’s best-k nown and best-loved authors for young people.

She has published over seventy picture books for young children. In 2020, Wild was
awarded the Australia Council Award for Lifetime Achievement in Literature.
Ann James was a secondary art teacher before she took up children’s book illustration
over twenty years ago. In her long career, James has illustrated over sixty books. In 2020,
she was nominated as Australian Illustrator for the Hans Christian Andersen Award.

Goodbye, Old House
Margaret Wild
Illustrated by Ann James

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
8⅞ x 10⅞ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781736226452 USC
Ages 3 to 7
eBook available

www.bluedotkidspress.com

Blue Dot Kids Press
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A joyful, universal story of a day
in the life of Little Bird.

A heartening read-a loud about a day in the life of Little Bird, who sings the
world alive, flies with Cloud, travels with Wind, nestles with Moon, and
dreams of flying among the stars.
Sally Morgan’s poetic language and Johnny Warrkatja Malibirr’s sensitive
artwork combine to make this a beautiful, distinctive publication with global
appeal. Printed on FSC-certified paper with vegetable inks.
Sally Morgan is one of Australia’s best-k nown Aboriginal artists and writers. Her widely
acclaimed autobiography, My Place, is one of Australia’s most celebrated works. Sally
Morgan is the director at the Centre for Indigenous History and the Arts at the University
of Western Australia.
Johnny Warrkatja Malibirr is a Yolŋu man from the Aboriginal Ganalbingu clan. In 2017
he was the inaugural winner of the Kestin Indigenous Illustrator Award.

Little Bird’s Day
Sally Morgan
Illustrated by
Johnny Warrkatja Malibirr

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
9⅞ x 9⅞ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $18.95 | CAN $24.99
9781736226469 USC
Ages 3 to 7
eBook available
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Plants
(Multilingual
Board Book)

Animals
(Multilingual
Board Book)

Motomitsu Maehara

Motomitsu Maehara

JUVENILE NONFICTION
OCTOBER
Words of the World Series
7 x 7 | 20 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $10.95 | CAN $14.99
9781736226438 W
Ages 5 and under
eBook available

JUVENILE NONFICTION
OCTOBER
Words of the World Series
7 x 7 | 20 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $10.95 | CAN $14.99
9781736226445 W
Ages 5 and under
eBook available

In this delightful board book, explore
words of the world and learn the names
of a variety of colorful plants in the six
most widely spoken languages.

In this delightful board book, explore
words of the world and learn the names
of a variety of colorful animals in the
six most widely spoken languages.

Curious minds will love the playful, brightly colored collages and
multilingual exploration of plants and their names from around the world.
This beautiful board book pairs gorgeous collages of eighteen types of
well-k nown plants with their names across the six most popular languages
worldwide: English, Spanish, French, Hindi, Chinese (Mandarin), and
Arabic, as well as the language of universal friendship, Esperanto.
Includes iconic and well-k nown plants from around the world such as
the sunflower, rose, apple tree, baobab tree, orchid, fern, and oak tree.
The Words of the World board book series encourages multilingual
exploration and curiosity about our world among young readers. A perfect
gift to help spark curiosity, a love of learning, and language skills in young
readers. Printed on FSC-certified paper with vegetable inks.

Curious minds will love the playful, brightly colored collages and
multilingual exploration of animals and their names from around the world.
This beautiful board book pairs gorgeous collages of eighteen types of well-
known animals with their names across the six most popular languages
worldwide: English, Spanish, French, Hindi, Chinese (Mandarin), and
Arabic, as well as the language of universal friendship, Esperanto.
Includes iconic and well-k nown animals from around the world such as
the giraffe, snail, butterfly, deer, peacock, and octopus.
The Words of the World board book series encourages multilingual
exploration and curiosity about our world among young readers. A perfect
gift to help spark curiosity, a love of learning, and language skills in young
readers. Printed on FSC-certified paper with vegetable inks.

Motomitsu Maehara is a Japanese artist, children’s book author, and musician based in

Motomitsu Maehara is a Japanese artist, children’s book author, and musician based in

Paris, France.

Paris, France.

www.bluedotkidspress.com

Blue Dot Kids Press
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Seeking an Aurora

My Favorite Memories

Jacob’s Fantastic Flight

Illustrated by Anne Bannock
JUVENILE FICTION
8½ x 10²⁄₅ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781733121279 USC
Ages 3 to 7
eBook available

Illustrated by Judith Völk
Translated by Elisabeth Lauffer
JUVENILE FICTION
8½ x 11 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781733121248 W
Ages 5 to 8
eBook available

Illustrated by Elisabeth Lauffer
9½ x 9²⁄₅ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781733121262 W
Ages 3 to 7
eBook available

Elizabeth Pulford

Sepideh Sarihi

Ivy Bird

The Day Saida Arrived

Illustrated by Jess Racklyeft
JUVENILE FICTION
9 x 10 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781733121217 USC
Ages 3 to 6
eBook available

Sonja Wimmer
JUVENILE FICTION
9½ x 8⁷⁄₁₀ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781733121255 W
Ages 3 to 7
eBook available

Tania McCartney
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Susana Gómez Redondo

Philip Waechter

Our World Out of Balance:
Understanding Climate Change
and What We Can Do
Andrea Minoglio

Illustrated by Laura Fanelli
JUVENILE NONFICTION
9½ x 11⅞ | 72 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $21.95 | CAN $28.99
9781735000534 USC
Ages 8 to 12
eBook available

Selected Backlist from Blue Dot Kids Presswww.bluedotkidspress.com

A celebration of the different national
outfits found across Africa!

It’s a special day in Macy’s classroom as all the children come in dressed up
in their most stylish African clothing! Zahra’s Ethiopian dress is covered in
beads, while Malika’s Namibian outfit is bursting with colors. And who is
hiding behind that elephant mask from Cameroon?
No two outfits are the same, in this beautiful and varied parade of
clothing from across Africa! This is the second book in the Macy’s World
series and a follow-up to the acclaimed Hair, it’s a Family Affair!
Mylo Freeman grew up in The Hague and lives in Amsterdam. She has been a full-t ime
writer-i llustrator since 1993 and has published over fifty picture books. Her debut book
Potty! was awarded the Kiek Book Prize and has been translated into many languages.

Smile with African Style
Mylo Freeman

Also Available
Hair, It’s A Family
Affair!
Mylo Freeman
Macy’s World
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781911115687 W*
Ages 3 and up

www.cassavarepublic.biz

JUVENILE FICTION
NOVEMBER
Macy’s World
8½ x 10¼ | 28 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $9.99 | CAN $12.99
9781913175177 W*
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781913175184 W*
Ages 3 and up

Cassava Republic Press
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Hair, it’s a Family Affair!

Every Girl is a Princess

A Visit to Grandad: An African ABC

JUVENILE FICTION
Macy’s World
8¼ x 10¼ | 28 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781911115687 W*
Ages 3 and up

JUVENILE FICTION
8¼ x 9¾ | 28 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $14.95 | CAN $19.99
9781911115380 W*
Ages 2 and up

JUVENILE FICTION
11 x 9¾ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781911115816 W*
Ages 3 and up

Mayowa and the Masquerades

Princess Arabella is a Big Sister

Princess Arabella at the Museum

JUVENILE FICTION
8¼ x 10¼ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781913175047 W*
Ages 3 and up

JUVENILE FICTION
Princess Arabella
10¼ x 8¼ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781911115724 W*
Ages 3 and up

JUVENILE FICTION
Princess Arabella
10¼ x 8¼ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781913175061 W*
Ages 3 and up

Mylo Freeman

Lola Shoneyin
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Mylo Freeman

Mylo Freeman

Sade Fadipe

Mylo Freeman

Selected Backlist from Cassava Republic Presswww.cassavarepublic.biz

In the final years of South Africa’s
Apartheid era, an unlikely trio—
a sheltered white rugby player, a
black farmworker’s son, and an Indian
shopkeeper’s daughter—discover the
consequences of knowing the truth and
having the courage to speak it.
Halley’s Comet is the coming-of-age story of Pete de Lange, a white sixteen-
year-old schoolboy, set in small-town South Africa in 1986. Pete lives
a relatively sheltered life, primarily concerned with girls and rugby—
until one January night changes everything. Thrust together with two
complete strangers—Petrus, a black farmworker’s son, and Sarita, an Indian
shopkeeper’s daughter—t he trio find themselves running for their lives
from the vicious Rudie, whose actions will ripple far beyond that fateful
night. This era-defying friendship—sparked by a shared secret—challenges
everything Pete thought he knew and believed. And when anti-A partheid
revolutionaries set their sights on the town, it will change the course of the
three young people’s lives forever.
Halley’s Comet is a story of friendship, love, change, taking chances, hope,
a comet, and some pretty cool ’80s music.
Hannes Barnard is a South African-born author of both English and Afrikaans novels. He

Halley’s Comet
Written and translated by
Hannes Barnard

debuted in 2019 with Halley se komeet, which he translated into English as Halley’s Comet.
When not writing, traveling, or planning his next adventure, Hannes works in marketing.
He lives in Johannesburg with his wife.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION
JANUARY
5¼ x 8 | 320 pp
Trade Paper
US $16.95 | CAN $19.99
9781946395559 W*
Ages 12 and up
eBook available

www.catalystpress.org

Catalyst Press
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The Thousand Steps

The Rising Tide

Small Mercies

YOUNG ADULT FICTION
The Fiery Spiral
5 x 8 | 240 pp
Trade Cloth
US $17.95 | CAN $20.99
9781946395245 W*
Ages 12 and up
eBook available

YOUNG ADULT FICTION
The Fiery Spiral
5 x 8 | 248 pp
2 B&W illustrations
Paper over Board
US $17.95 | CAN $21.99
9781946395498 W*
Ages 12 and up
eBook available

Illustrated by Karen Vermeulen
JUVENILE FICTION
5 x 8 | 162 pp
B&W illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $11.45 | CAN $15.99
9781946395177 W*
Trade Cloth
US $15.95 | CAN $20.99
9781946395160 W*
Ages 8 to 12
eBook available

Here Comes Lolo

Hooray for Lolo

You’re a Star, Lolo

JUVENILE FICTION
Lolo Early Reader Series
5 x 7¾ | 78 pp
74 B&W illustrations
Trade Paper
US $7.95 | CAN 10.99
9781946395337 USC
Trade Cloth
US $12.95 | CAN $16.99
9781946395368 USC
Ages 5 to 8
eBook available

JUVENILE FICTION
Lolo Early Reader Series
5 x 7¾ | 90 pp
86 B&W illustrations
Trade Paper
US $7.95 | CAN $10.99
9781946395344 USC
Paper over Board
US $12.95 | CAN $16.99
9781946395382 USC
Ages 5 to 8
eBook available

JUVENILE FICTION
Lolo Early Reader Series
5 x 8 | 96 pp
80 B&W illustrations
Trade Paper
US $7.95 | CAN $10.99
9781946395467 USC
Trade Cloth
US $12.95 | CAN $16.99
9781946395511 USC
Ages 5 to 8
eBook available

Helen Brain

Niki Daly
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Helen Brain

Niki Daly

Bridget Krone

Niki Daly
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Puppet, Plum Pit, Plum,
Log and Back to Puppet

Impossible
Catarina Sobral

Vojtěch Mašek
Illustrated by Chrudoš Valoušek

The winner of Bologna Children’s
Book Fair!
JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
Love
10 x 13⅔ | 94 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $27.00 | CAN $35.99
9781912278183 W
Ages 6 and up

YOUNG ADULT FICTION
SEPTEMBER
LOVE
6⅞ x 9⅞ | 112 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $25.00 | CAN $32.99
9781912278282 W
Ages 12 and up

www.centrala.org.uk

The extraordinary picture book that
lively, nearly theatrically, tells an
alternative story of Pinocchio. It’s
filled with twists and turns, escapades,
absurd humor and wonderful linocuts.
What must a plum pit endure, before it
can become a puppet?

JUVENILE FICTION
MARCH
Love
8½ x 11 | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.00 | CAN $22.99
9781912278336 W
Ages 3 to 7

Impossible takes kids on a journey to
the origins of the Universe. Particles,
stars and dinosaurs, from the Big Bang
to the appearance of a man. Colorful
and with fun illustrations, the book
goes back in time and gives us answers
to many questions that the little ones
often ask.

Lonely Journey

Not All Cacti Have Spines

Ida Rørholm Davidsen

Mosi

A modern fairytale about a girl being
in-between child and teenager, her
interest and obsession with computer
games and her loneliness and everyday
struggle to fit in. In sensitive and
playful pencil drawings, the author
portrays the fundamental worries
that older children struggle with in
a socially demanding multi-player-
everyday life.

Just like a house plant, friendship
is something that needs to be taken
care of to keep it alive. Luísa and Rita
have been best friends since they
can remember, but as they get older,
something begins to threaten their
bond. A short story about growing up
but also growing apart.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION
MARCH
Life
6⅞ x 9⅞ | 24 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $10.00 | CAN $12.99
9781912278343 W
Ages 12 and up

Centrala
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The Discovery That Never Was

Dog Days

The Empty Space

JUVENILE FICTION
Love
7⅞ x 9 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $23.32
9781912278091 W
Ages 6 to 10

COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS
Life
7⅓ x 10 | 72 pp
B&W illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $20.00 | CAN $25.98
9780993395192 W
Ages 12 and up

JUVENILE FICTION
8²⁄₅ x 11 | 34 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $23.32
9781912278008 W*
Ages 6 and up

Elephant On The Moon

Forest Beekeeper and the
Treasure of Pushcha

Staring From The Hill

Martiņš Zutis

Mikołaj Pasiński and Gosia Herba
JUVENILE FICTION
10 x 10 | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.99 | CAN $23.36
9780993395123 W*
Ages 6 and up
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Anja Dahle Øverbye

Tomasz Samojlik

JUVENILE FICTION
6½ x 9⅓ | 116 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $20.00 | CAN $25.98
9780992908201 W*
Ages 6 and up

Marianna Sztyma

Norbert Rybarczyk

COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS
5⅞ x 7⅞ | 56 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper, Picture Book
US $16.99 | CAN $22.99
9780993395154 W*
Ages 16 and up

Selected Backlist from Centralawww.centrala.org.uk

What makes great architecture?
A thoughtful and engaging exploration of
buildings around the world, brought to life
by established illustrator, Peter Allen.

This book takes a refreshingly inclusive approach to what constitutes
amazing architecture, introducing 50 magnificent buildings around the
world throughout history, that have somehow bypassed the traditional
Western canon of architecture. Buildings include: An elaborate wooden
church on a remote Russian island, constructed without a single nail; a
vast mosque in Mali, financed by the richest man who has ever lived, and
a monastery in China that is drilled into a cliff so that it seems to hang in
mid-a ir. Fascinating feats of imagination and engineering, and tales of
visionaries and mavericks are brought to life in intricate, humour-fi lled
illustrations by established illustrator, Peter Allen.

Atlas of Amazing
Architecture
Incredible buildings you’ve
(probably) never heard of
Peter Allen
JUVENILE NONFICTION
OCTOBER
8½ x 11¼ | 104 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $22.99 | CAN $29.99
9781908714879 USC

www.cicadabooks.co.uk
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At This Very
Moment

The Missing Trick

Matthew Hodson

Illustrated by Aimee Wright

Robin Jacobs

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
8½ x 10¼ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.99 | CAN $22.99
9781908714923 USC

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
7¾ x 10½ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.99 | CAN $22.99
9781908714770 USC

This is a book about right now.
It’s about all living things, including
you and me, at this very moment.

Meet Louis. Every little thing he
does is. . . . MAGIC!

At This Very Moment is a beautifully poetic bedtime book. Using simple
but evocative language, it describes all the wonderful things that are going
on around the world right now this very second. In doing so, it asks the
young reader to be present in the moment and to feel at one with the giant,
magnificent organism that is our planet.
At this very moment
There’s a mouse
There’s a small mouse waking up in the early morning sun.

Louis is a young street magician. He is setting up for his show but he can’t
find his rabbit anywhere. He looks inside his hat but finds only a bouquet of
flowers. He looks in his sleeve and pulls out an endless string of scarves. He
looks under the tablecloth but there’s only a levitating rope. Unbeknownst
to Louis, a crowd grows around him, and his show is unfolding brilliantly.
But WHERE could that pesky rabbit be hiding!
This is funny but also empowering story about a child, unaware of his
own talents, who makes magic in more ways than one.

And at this very moment
There’s a whale
There’s a huge whale singing whale song, deep beneath the sea.
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The Young Cyclist’s
Companion
Peter Drinkell

Professor
Wooford McPaw’s
History of Cars

Illustrated by Thomas Slater

Elliot Kruszynski

JUVENILE NONFICTION
SEPTEMBER
6¾ x 9 | 72 pp
Color illustrations and
photographs throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.99 | CAN $22.99
9781908714961 USC

JUVENILE NONFICTION
SEPTEMBER
Professor Wooford McPaw’s
History of Things
8½ x 10¾ | 44 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.99 | CAN $22.99
9781908714954 USC

Author Peter Drinkell helps kids get
more mileage from their bikes with this
inspirational introduction to the weird
and wonderful world of cycling!
There’s nothing better than hopping on your bike and heading for the hills.
But how does your bike work and how can you get even more out of it?
Aimed at kids who are already proficient cyclists, this book aims to
step their understanding and ambitions up a gear, with comprehensive
information on how to choose a bike, how to maintain it, cycling techniques
and the joys of group riding. It is brought to life in glorious photography and
edgy, humour-packed illustration. Inspirational quotes and fascinating facts
run alongside the main text, making this so much more than a run-of-the
mill bicycle manual.

www.cicadabooks.co.uk

Buckle your seatbelts and join the
knowledgeable Prof for a ride through
motoring history!
The first in a series of books explaining the history of modern technologies
introduced and explained by a helpful (if somewhat arrogant) dog called
Professor Wooford McPaw.
In this title, Professor McPaw explores the history of the car, from
the advent of the steam engine in the early 1800s to the invention of the
combustion engine, the popularisation of the car by Henry Ford, luxury
cars of the 1950s, Japanese innovations of the 1970s and finally, to the new
technologies of today.
Crisp, engaging illustrations by Elliot Krusynski will appeal to a broad
age range. Comic book interludes and wry observations by the Professor
and his assistants bring a warmth and humour to the factual information.

Cicada Books
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The Pocket Chaotic
Ziggy Hanaor

Illustrated by Daniel Gray-Barnett
JUVENILE FICTION
11¼ x 9½ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781908714800 USC
Ages 3 to 6

Earth- Shattering Events

Volcanoes, earthquakes, cyclones, tsunamis
and other natural disasters
Robin Jacobs
Illustrated by Sophie Williams
JUVENILE NONFICTION
9½ x 11¾ | 98 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $19.95 | CAN $25.99
9781908714701 USC
Ages 6 to 12
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Bartholomew and the
Morning Monsters

Special Delivery
Elliot Kruszynski

Sophie Berger

JUVENILE FICTION
8¼ x 10½ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $15.95 | CAN $21.99
9781908714794 USC
Ages 3 to 6

Gut Garden

Underground

Illustrated by Ruan van Vliet
JUVENILE FICTION
8½ x 10½ | 28 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $15.95 | CAN $21.99
9781908714848 USC
Ages 3 to 6

A journey into the wonderful world
of your microbiome
Katie Brosnan
JUVENILE NONFICTION
9 x 11½ | 44 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781908714725 USC
Ages 6 to 10

US Edition

Uijung Kim
JUVENILE NONFICTION
11 x 9¼ | 44 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781908714831 USC
Ages 3 to 9

Selected Backlist from Cicada Bookswww.cicadabooks.co.uk

A debut picture book sharing the great
and varied history of Black Americans,
A through Z.
ABC That Could Be Me is an ABC picture book written and illustrated to
empower Black children across the world.
Read about groundbreaking leaders like Paul R. William, the first Black
architect, Marie Maynard Daly, the first Black chemist, and more who paved
the way for the next generation to do great things in this world. This vibrant
book will give children the confidence to dream big dreams, knowing that
there’s a whole alphabet who came before them!
Little Coleman is a debut writer and an advocate for people of color. Little lives in Texas

with her husband Amedeus and four children. ABC That Could Be Me is her first book.

Lindsay Scott , born into an Asian American family, grew up in Plano, Texas with a

curiosity for art and all its wonderful mysteries. ABC That Could Be Me is Lindsay Scott’s
first book of illustrations.

ABC That Could Be Me
Little Coleman
Illustrated by Lindsay Scott

JUVENILE NONFICTION
NOVEMBER
La Reunion Publishing
8 x 8 | 28 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $15.95 | CAN $16.99
9781646051496 W
Ages 2 to 6
eBook available

www.deepvellum.org

Deep Vellum Publishing
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A sneak peek at art from ABC That Could Be Me!
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Award-winning author Anastasia
Higginbotham pulls no punches with
her latest addition to the Ordinary
Terrible Things series.

Straightforward and shame-f ree, a child and their grandma talk about sex
for the first time, with a special emphasis on the dynamics of sex rather than
its mechanics. Featuring funny and frank lessons your parents redacted, this
book opens up a necessary, age-appropriate conversation about what sex is
and isn’t.
Anastasia Higginbotham is the author and illustrator of Divorce Is the Worst, Not My

Idea: A Book About Whiteness, What You Don’t Know: A Story of Liberated Childhood, and
Death Is Stupid. She lives in Brooklyn. Librarians love her, but not as much as she loves them.

Tell Me about Sex,
Grandma
Anastasia Higginbotham

JUVENILE NONFICTION
SEPTEMBER
Ordinary Terrible Things
8½ x 8½ | 64 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $19.95 | CAN $25.99
9781948340427 W
Ages 6 to 12
eBook available

www.dottirpress.com

Dottir Press
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Not My Idea: A Book
About Whiteness

What You Don’t Know: A Story
of Liberated Childhood

JUVENILE FICTION
Ordinary Terrible Things
8½ x 8½ | 72 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper, Picture Book
US $18.95 | CAN $24.99
9781948340403 W
Paper over Board
US $18.95 | CAN $24.99
9781948340007 W
Ages 6 to 12
eBook available

JUVENILE FICTION
Ordinary Terrible Things
6 x 9 | 144 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper, Picture Book
US $19.95 | CAN $25.99
9781948340298 W
Ages 6 to 12
eBook available

Death Is Stupid

IntersectionAllies: We Make
Room for All

Anastasia Higginbotham

Anastasia Higginbotham
JUVENILE FICTION
Ordinary Terrible Things
8½ x 8½ | 64 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $19.95 | CAN $25.99
9781948340397 W
Ages 6 to 12
eBook available
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Anastasia Higginbotham

Chelsea Johnson, LaToya Council,
and Carolyn Choi
Illustrated by Ashley Seil Smith
JUVENILE FICTION
10 x 10 | 56 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $18.95 | CAN $24.99
9781948340083 W
Ages 6 to 12
eBook available

Divorce Is the Worst

Anastasia Higginbotham
JUVENILE FICTION
Ordinary Terrible Things
8½ x 8½ | 64 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $18.95 | CAN $24.99
9781948340205 W
Ages 6 to 12
eBook available

The Nightlife of Jacuzzi Gaskett
Brontez Purnell

Illustrated by Elise R. Peterson
JUVENILE FICTION
10 x 8 | 48 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $18.95 | CAN $24.99
9781948340021 W
Ages 8 to 12
eBook available

Selected Backlist from Dottir Presswww.dottirpress.com

Before I Grew Up
John Miller

Telling Stories
Wrong
Gianni Rodari

Illustrated by Giuliano Cucco

Illustrated by
Beatrice Alemagna

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
11 x 9 | 60 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $18.95 | CAN $24.99
9781592703616 W
Ages 5 and up

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
9¾ x 11¾ | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781592703609 W
Ages 4 and up

A story of childhood dreams where we
see how the world offers itself to the
imagination and how magical the lives
of children really are.

Everyone knows “Little Red Riding Hood.”
But Grandpa keeps getting the story all
wrong, with hilarious and unpredictable
results!

Using notebooks, paintings, and sketches, author John Miller (Winston and
George) weaves a lyrical story about the childhood of Italian artist Giuliano
Cucco. Through luminescent, emotionally rich images, Miller tells the story
of a colorful family and an imaginative boy, from a time when children had
the freedom to roam and to dream. This innovative picture book, sprung
from images into words, is an ode to childhood and a celebration of the
human spirit.

Undeterred by his granddaughter’s efforts to keep him on track, Grandpa
playfully breathes new life into the familiar story, as the pair banter
about how the fairytale should go. Written by Gianni Rodari (Telephone
Tales), the father of modern Italian children’s literature, and illustrated by
renowned artist Beatrice Alemagna (The Wonderful Fluffy Little Squishy,
Child of Glass), who counts Rodari as one of her “spiritual fathers,” this
book celebrates the affectionate bond between grandparent and grandchild,
and proves just how creative and fun storytime can be!

www.enchantedlion.com
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Coffee, Rabbit,
Snowdrop, Lost
Betina Birkjær

How War Changed
Rondo

Illustrated by Anna
Margrethe Kjærgaard

Romana Romanyshyn
and Andriy Lesiv

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
8½ x 10½ | 44 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781592703739 W
Ages 5 and up

JUVENILE FICTION
NOVEMBER
8¾ x 11½ | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781592703678 W
Ages 5 and up

A beautiful, candid story about a boy
and his grandparents that is also about
dementia and the power of love.

War has come to idyllic Rondo.
Can three gentle but brave friends
save their beloved town from War’s
destruction?

Stump and his grandparents fill their time together with flowers, crosswords,
and conversation. But then Grandpa begins to lose his memory—a nd his
words, which literally fall from him.
Sensitive to this change, Stump begins to collect Grandpa’s lost words,
but Grandpa keeps forgetting them anyway. Together, Stump and Grandma
must find new ways to connect with Grandpa and show him he’s not alone.
This tender picture book depicts the struggle of coping with a loved one’s
dementia, and includes an afterword about dementia and recollection.
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Danko, Zirka, and Fabian live peacefully in the town of Rondo, a magical
and joyful place where even the flowers sing! Everything is perfect . . .
until the fateful day when War arrives, plunging Rondo into darkness.
Harnessing the power of light, community, and song, the three friends must
rally their neighbors to save their home. Publishing on Armistice Day, this
book shows us the meaninglessness of war, the power found in community,
and the scars that remain, forever.

Enchanted Lion Bookswww.enchantedlion.com

Sato the Rabbit,
The Sea of Tea
Yuki Ainoya

The Little One

Translated by
Michael Blaskowsky

Kiyo Tanaka
Translated by David Boyd

JUVENILE FICTION
NOVEMBER
8¾ x 11½ | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781592703555 W
Ages 4 to 9

JUVENILE FICTION
JANUARY
8¾ x 7¼ | 72 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781592703586 W
Ages 4 and up

The winsome Sato continues his
magical adventures, traversing snowy
landscapes and crossing a sea made
of tea.

Sometimes it takes a figure only you
can see to be able to enter magical
worlds of freedom and enchantment
that are all your own!

In this third installment of the whimsical Japanese series, Sato explores
both expansive landscapes—snowy fields, forests, oceans made of tea—
and tiny microcosms, found in unlikely places—l ike a freshly-baked pie!
In Sato’s reality, similar to our own in many ways, seemingly commonplace
occurrences are portals to new and fantastical experiences, and every object
possesses an intrinsic magic and aliveness.
Reading the Sato stories reminds us of just how rich and magical reality
can be, if we but remain open to the endless possibility of mystery and the
mystery of possibility.

On her way home, a young girl sees a small, mysterious figure sitting on
a wall. The creature leads her through a garden, into a room where they
drink tea, and finally to a magical attic with roots to hop over, branches
to slide down, and what at first appears to be a mountain. With delicate
copperplate etchings and a candid text, Kiyo Tanaka portrays a beautiful
friendship, created over a shared afternoon. In doing so, she also shows the
transformative power of imagination and of play.

www.enchantedlion.com
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The Bird Coat
Inger Marie Kjølstadmyr
Illustrated by Øyvind Torseter
Translated by Kari Dickson

A Kunwinjku
Counting Book
Gabriel Maralngurra

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
9 x 8½ | 52 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $18.95 | CAN $24.99
9781592703661 W
Ages 6 and up

JUVENILE NONFICTION
SEPTEMBER
8¼ x 12½ | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $18.95 | CAN $24.99
9781592703562 W
Ages 6 and up

This tale of passion, persistence, and
remembrance reminds us that the
pursuit of knowledge itself is worthy
of respect, even if it ultimately fails.

Learn to count with the animals of
Australia’s West Arnhem Land and the
traditional art of indigenous Kunwinjku
culture.

Tailor Pierre has a big dream. He wants to fly. Possessed by this vision, he
studies and learns all he can about how birdwings work. Then, using the
scientific, mechanical understanding at which he’s arrived, he gets down to
work and sews himself a resplendent, winged coat. But can a human being
fulfill the dream of flight and become a bird?
This story of fascination, scientific pursuit, and failure is about faith
in experimentation, the limits of understanding, and how we convince
ourselves that we are more powerful than we are. It’s also about holding fast
to dreams, which might seem foolish in the face of failure, but it’s worth
remembering that success, too, is only born from the willingness to take
a chance.

Accompanied by illustrations drawing on traditional Kunwinjku art, each
of the twelve entries in this counting book showcases a different animal
of West Arnhem Land, Australia. From crocodiles to wallabies, children
and adults alike will enjoy learning the Kunwinjku names for numbers
and animals, as well as discovering more about these animals’ habitats and
behaviors. More than a counting book, this is a vibrant, illustrated tribute
to the indigenous people of Australia, and a fascinating nature guide to
Northern Territory ecology.
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Almost Nothing,
yet Everything: A
Book about Water

Tooth Mouse Pérez

Hiroshi Osada

Ana Cristina Herreros

Illustrated by Ryoji Arai
Translated by David Boyd

Illustrated by Violeta Lopíz

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
8¾ x 11½ | 44 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781592703579 W
Ages 6 and up

JUVENILE FICTION
AVAILABLE NOW
11 x 8½ | 48 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781592703593 W
Ages 4 to 8

Existing in myriad forms, containing
multitudes in its reflection, and
comprising most of what we are,
water is the element of life itself.

Does every country have a Tooth Fairy?
Well, in Spain and other Spanish-
speaking countries, it happens to be
a Tooth Mouse, and this is his story!

Artist Ryōji Arai and poet Hiroshi Osada (Every Color of Light) offer up
another meditation on the natural world in this ode to water. A lyrical
moment between parent and child on a riverboat unfolds into an
examination of the water that surrounds them, and the nature and life
sustained by it. Arai’s lush art and Osada’s evocative poetry, beautifully
translated from Japanese by David Boyd, work together to refresh readers’
spirits, celebrating the wonders of water, the universe, and life. This book
was created by poet Hiroshi Osada and artist Ryoji Arai as a companion to
Every Color of Light.

Long ago, throughout the Spanish-speaking world, the Tooth Mouse
brought children their permanent teeth, strong and straight as a mouse’s.
Tracing the Tooth Mouse’s beginnings through to his descendants, this
book artfully weaves the Tooth Mouse’s changing habits as the world
industrializes, with the growing independence of the child, as teeth fall out
and the child learns to care for itself. It’s also a playful, thought-provoking
history of our changing world—as even tooth mice and children must adapt
their customs when faced with the culture-shifting forces of urbanization,
migration, and capitalism . . . Just remember, magic can always be recovered
and the real gift in losing baby teeth is growing up!

www.enchantedlion.com
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Unruly

Brooklyn, NY
www.enchantedlion.com

The Unruly imprint expands the picture book genre with illustrated titles created for middle grade, teenage, and adult readers.
“We’re launching Unruly because we believe that the possibilities for the illustrated book are larger and richer than the categories
that currently exist,” explains Enchanted Lion’s publisher Claudia Bedrick. “It’s our contention that as human beings and readers we
never age out of pictures. We are told as children that we do, but the truth is that we yearn for visual narratives across our lives, and
we engage with these picture-stories in a way that is very different from how we engage with text alone.”
Picture books are rich with design and story possibility, and yet the genre has come to be seen as one strictly for children. There is
a lot of history behind this fact, but as any astute reader knows, picture books are for readers of all ages. For Enchanted Lion, sparking
awareness of this might finally allow the unique form that is the picture book—where word and image live together as nowhere
else—to finally be seen as the medium it is.
To do its part in asserting the picture book as medium, in the fall of 2020, Enchanted Lion launched Unruly, a new imprint that
makes space for picture books created with older readers in mind. Innovation and genre-bending, complexity and difficult themes,
philosophical ponderings and poetry have been hallmarks of Enchanted Lion’s picture books from the start, but all of these were
written as children’s literature—a great literature, perhaps the greatest, but still not exhaustive of the picture book’s full potential
as a medium. Unruly titles will stand apart as works of fiction and nonfiction created for a range of ages—sometimes for ten and up,
sometimes more specifically for teen and adult readers—and it’s precisely this reframing of the readership’s age that creates the space
for a more complex instantiation and exploration of the relationship between text and image, while also inviting consideration of
more mature topics.
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first season at Consortium

What comes to swallow us up? Here,
a Spanish folktale about a cat and his
mouse wife examines the process whereby
women lose and reclaim themselves.
The story opens with a mouse, very fastidious and hard-working, who,
after finding a shiny coin, builds herself a home out of leaves of cabbage. In
disbelief that she has a house but isn’t yet a wife, an array of animal suitors
each make their appeal for her hand. Judging each by his ability to carry a
tune, she turns them all down, until a pack of kittens arrives. Convinced by
their sweet meows, she agrees to marry the smallest and most harmless of the
bunch. Yet, as kittens do, he quickly grows into a cat, and consistent with
his nature, devours his mouse-wife. That is the end of the folktale, but what
follows here is a silent visual coda that carries the story into a whole new
realm of meaning and interpretation.
This text is brought to life by Violeta Lópiz, one of the illustrators of
Enchanted Lion’s acclaimed title The Forest and a visionary artist of picturebook construction and composition. After years of searching for a suitable
approach, Lópiz ultimately arrived at a striking and complex visual language
in a distinctive color palette of grayscale, blacks, reds, and blues that shows
a magnified view of the mouse, and later, the cat, interacting with different
household objects. These objects take on the roles of various settings,
characters, and conceptual symbols, challenging readers to look closer in
order to interpret the meaning arising from text and image together.
This singular picture book is the first under Enchanted Lion’s Unruly
imprint. With its feminist themes, braided narrative, and complex
visuals, The True Story of a Mouse Who Never Asked for It stakes itself as an
exploration and conversation between word and image that exists beyond
the category of children’s picture book.

www.enchantedlion.com

The True Story of a
Mouse Who Never
Asked for It
Ana Cristina Herreros
Illustrated by Violeta Lópiz
YOUNG ADULT FICTION
AVAILABLE NOW
Unruly
9½ x 11 | 108 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $22.95 | CAN $29.99
9781592703203 W

Enchanted Lion Books—Unruly
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Telephone Tales

When You Look Up

Valerio Vidali
JUVENILE FICTION
6¼ x 9½ | 212 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $27.95 | CAN $40.99
9781592702848 W
Ages 8 to 12

Chloe Garcia Roberts
JUVENILE NONFICTION
8 x 12 | 184 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $29.95 | CAN $36.99
9781592702930 W
Ages 7 to 12

Gianni Rodari

The Strange Birds of
Flannery O’Connor
Amy Alznauer

Ping Zhu
JUVENILE NONFICTION
12 x 9¾ | 64 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $18.95 | CAN $24.99
9781592702954 W
Ages 4 to 8
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Decur

Drawing on Walls: A Story of
Keith Haring
Matthew Burgess

Josh Cochran
JUVENILE NONFICTION
9½ x 12½ | 64 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $18.95 | CAN $24.99
9781592702671 W
Ages 6 to 14

Sato the Rabbit

Chirri & Chirra The Rainy Day

Michael Blaskowsky
JUVENILE FICTION
7 x 8 | 68 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $22.99
9781592703180 W
Ages 4 to 8

Yuki Kaneko
JUVENILE FICTION
9¼ x 6½ | 36 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $15.95 | CAN $20.99
9781592703074 W
Ages 2 to 8

Yuki Ainoya

Kaya Doi

Selected Backlist from Enchanted Lion Bookswww.enchantedlion.com

In alphabetical order, in each crack and
cranny of the house, a unique character
is uncovered.
In an old house, you’ll find spiders, mice, and dust. But in the oldest houses
you’ll find things far worse than bugs. A house that’s lived enough years will
gather in its eaves a crew of several monstrous things that settle and won’t
leave.
They moan and scratch and knock the walls. They rattle in the drains.
When little humans shake with fear, they think, “Well, that was a very fun
game!” For monstrous beasts love nothing more than a good old-fashioned
fright. They love to play with their beloved friends in the darkest hours of
night.
But as houses get older, their children do, too. And that creatures don’t
like in the least. Because the older kids get the less they believe in their
moaning, groaning feats. And soon all those creatures are simply left in
a household of unloved beasts.
Playful, alliterative text highlights one monstrous ghoul after another
takes readers through the alphabet and into the corners and crannies of an
old house peopled with sad and unwanted monsters lamenting the loss of
their playmates. Until one of them realizes there are more ways than one to
have their fearful fun.

Alphabet of
Unloved Beasts
Kelly Ward-Wills

Kelly Ward is a writer and children’s book editor. Her fiction, poetry, and journalism

have appeared in various publications across Canada. Her short fiction has won the Lush
Triumphant Award for Fiction and appeared in The Journey Prize Stories: The Best of
Canada’s New Writers. The Alphabet of Unloved Beasts is her first book for children.
Jazmine Gubbe is an illustrator from Ontario currently working in the animation
industry. When she is not painting she is hiking, exploring nature, and learning the
mysterious local history.

www.eyeofnewtpress.com

Illustrated by Jazmine Gubbe

JUVENILE FICTION
JANUARY
8 x 10 | 32 pp
18 color illustrations
Paper over Board
US $16.95
9781777081768 W* (excluding Canada)
Ages 3 to 7
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Jonathan and the Giant Eagle

Gwelf: The Survival Guide

JUVENILE FICTION
10½ x 9 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $15.95
9781777081751 W* (excluding Canada)
Ages 4 to 8

FICTION
10 x 10 | 136 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $34.95
9781777081737 W* (excluding Canada)
Ages 10 and up

Danny Christopher

Larry MacDougall

The Little Mermaid

Hans Christian Andersen

Illustrated by Ashly Lovett
Foreword by Cory Godbey
JUVENILE FICTION
8 x 11 | 45 pp
11+ B&W illustrations
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $24.95
9781777081744 W* (excluding Canada)
Ages 10 and up
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Middle Grade Companion Fill-In Journal
for Pippa Park Raises Her Game by Erin Yun,
the Bestselling #OwnVoices Book!
Keep tweens entertained for hours with My Journal About Life; an interactive
journal of awesome quizzes, listicles and writing prompts inspired by Pippa
Park that helps tweens celebrate their individuality.
The book is packed with over a dozen different writing activities
that are inspired by tween obsessions including family, friends, school,
and themselves. Journaling with Pippa Park will help tweens increase
communication skills, self-esteem, and emotional vocabulary.
Readers don’t need to have read Pippa Park to enjoy all the activities,
but fans of the book will discover fun facts about the characters they know
and love.
Debut author Erin Yun grew up in Frisco, Texas. She received her BFA in English from
New York University and served as president of its policy debate team. She currently lives
in New York City, and yes—she used to play basketball as a middle grader!

My Journal About Life
Awesome Quizzes, Listicles &
Writing Activities to Explore
the Real You!
Erin Yun
JUVENILE NONFICTION
SEPTEMBER
Pippa Park
5½ x 8 | 144 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $10.99 | CAN $14.99
9781944020682 W
Ages 9 to 12

www.fabledfilms.com
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Pippa Park Raises Her Game
Erin Yun

JUVENILE FICTION
5½ x 8 | 288 pp
Trade Paper
US $8.99 | CAN $11.99
9781944020286 W
Trade Cloth
US $15.99 | CAN $20.99
9781944020262 W
Ages 9 to 12
eBook available

The Mysterious Abductions
The Nocturnals
Tracey Hecht

Illustrated by Kate Liebman
JUVENILE FICTION
The Nocturnals
5¼ x 8 | 232 pp
34 color illustrations
Trade Paper
US $8.99 | CAN $11.99
9781944020026 W
Ages 9 to 12
eBook available

The Nocturnals Grow & Read Animal
Activity Book
Animal Facts, Coloring, Drawing Games,
Mazes, Puzzles, and More!
Tracey Hecht
Illustrated by Josie Yee
JUVENILE NONFICTION
The Nocturnals Activity Book Series
8½ x 11 | 160 pp
B&W illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $9.99 | CAN $12.99
9781944020613 W
Ages 6 to 8

The Best Burp

The Peculiar Possum

The Weeping Wombat

Illustrated by Josie Yee
JUVENILE FICTION
Grow & Read Early Reader, Level 1
6 x 9 | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $5.99 | CAN $7.99
9781944020316 W
Paper over Board
US $12.99 | CAN $16.99
9781944020323 W
Ages 3 to 5
eBook available

Illustrated by Josie Yee
JUVENILE FICTION
Grow & Read Early Reader, Level 2
6 x 9 | 64 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $5.99 | CAN $7.99
9781944020200 W
Paper over Board
US $12.99 | CAN $16.99
9781944020194 W
Ages 6 to 8
eBook available

Illustrated by Josie Yee
JUVENILE FICTION
Grow & Read Early Reader, Level 3
6 x 9 | 64 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $5.99 | CAN $7.99
9781944020330 W
Paper over Board
US $12.99 | CAN $16.99
9781944020347 W
Ages 6 to 8
eBook available

The Nocturnals
Tracey Hecht
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The Nocturnals
Tracey Hecht

The Nocturnals
Tracey Hecht
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Grandpa’s at it again with his tall,
and I do mean tall, tales!

Grandpa lives on a farm and likes to tell his grandson tall tales. There is no
end to Grandpa’s hilarious invention—or James Flora’s comic illustrations.
Here are just a few of Grandpa’s whoppers!
• Grandpa is almost as tall as the trees. So tall, he feeds worms to the
birds nesting in his hat.
• Grandpa’s eyebrows are so bushy they fell down his face and turned
into his beard.
• Grandma’s hen was such a good layer, she could sit on a doorknob and
hatch a door!
James Flora juxtaposes playfulness, absurdity, and scariness into
storybooks that kids and adults will want to read over and over again. This
edition has been rejuvenated by award-winning designer Sean Tejaratchi,
who brings Flora’s color palette to life in all the illustrations.

Grandpa’s Farm
James Flora

JUVENILE FICTION
NOVEMBER
Feral Kids
8¼ x 10⁹⁄₁₀ | 32 pp
Color and B&W illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781627311205 W*
Ages 4 to 8
eBook available

www.feralhouse.com

Feral House
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Minerva has a very hungry invisible
friend. What could go wrong?

Have you ever seen a See-Th rough Crumbpicker? Well, neither had
Minerva! But one day, while eating yummy cookies and dropping lots of
crumbs because her front teeth were missing, Leopold the See-Th rough
Crumbpicker brushed by her and ate up all the crumbs. He sounded nice,
and he felt warm and furry—so even though she couldn’t see him, they
became fast friends. What could go wrong?
James Flora juxtaposes playfulness, absurdity, and scariness into
storybooks that kids and adults will want to read over and over again. This
edition has been rejuvenated by award-winning designer Sean Tejaratchi,
who brings Flora’s color palette to life in all the illustrations.

Leopold-The See-Through
Crumb Picker
James Flora

JUVENILE FICTION
MARCH
Feral Kids
8¼ x 10⁹⁄₁₀ | 32 pp
Color and B&W illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781627311212 W*
Ages 4 to 8
eBook available
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An uplifting, lyrical story about a boy
who must return a wild creature to its
natural habitat.
“A full, luminous story.” —Publishers Weekly (STARRED review) on
The Night Box
“Evocative, simple, and reassuring.” —Kirkus (STARRED review) on
The Night Box
In the quiet dawn, a boy finds an orphan fawn and carries her home, caring
for her while she grows strong. They become inseparable. But the young deer
is a wild creature and too soon she’s ready to return home.
When danger threatens, the boy and the fawn are drawn back together.
Are some bonds stronger than goodbye?
Lyrical and atmospheric, this emotive picture book explores the enduring
connection between humans and nature, teaches children that wild animals
should be wild and not pets, and is a tender lesson in learning when to let go
of those you love.
Louise Greig is a multi-award-w inning Scottish poet and author of Sweep and
The Night Box.
Júlia Moscardó is a Spanish illustrator based in the UK.

Home of the Wild
Louise Greig
Illustrated by Júlia Moscardó

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
10½ x 9¾ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781782507130 W*
Ages 4 to 7

www.florisbooks.co.uk
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A brilliantly bizarre wordless wonder from
an award-winning Swedish illustrator.
“Nordqvist’s detailed, expressive illustrations have enormous charm.”
—The New York Times
It’s time for Grandma’s dog to go for a walk. The eager pooch tugs the boy’s
hand, excited to get going. But where will they end up?
This is a dog walk like no other, through amazing fairy-tale worlds,
Escher-esque castles, an intricately cluttered curiosity store and magical
floating islands, and past countless delights: walking teapots, giant insect
taxis and a bison playing the drums.
This fantastical story of a dog and a boy is told entirely through the
surreal and often hilarious illustrations. Children will pore over each page
while adults will enjoy numerous artistic easter eggs—R embrandt drawing
stick figures, Dali inspired melting candles.
Sven Nordqvist is one of Sweden’s most popular writers and illustrators and creator of the

Findus and Pettson stories.

The Dog Walk
Sven Nordqvist

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
11¾ x 9½ | 36 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $19.95 | CAN $25.99
9781782507437 W*
Ages 3 to 7
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An Illustrated
Collection of
Fairy Tales for
Brave Children

Olwen Finds
Her Wings

Scott Plumbe

Pirkko- Liisa and
Nora Surojegin

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
8¼ x 10 | 88 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $22.95 | CAN $28.99
9781782506713 W*
Ages 6 to 12

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
9½ x 11½ | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781782507123 W*
Ages 3 to 6

A stunning anthology of classic fairy
tales with a twist—darkly magical
stories of children who feel the fear
and do it anyway.

An adorable baby owl discovers what
makes her special in this beautifully
expressive picture book.

From wicked queens and fearsome beasts to sneaky witches and terrible
giants, this stunning anthology gathers classic stories from the Brothers
Grimm, Hans Christian Andersen, Oscar Wilde and more, in a bold and
modern collection.
In these darkly magical fairy tales, which include Hansel and Gretel,
The Selfish Giant, and Beauty and the Beast, children show true courage in
all forms, from learning to speak up for themselves to refusing to pre-judge
others.
Scott Plumbe’s magical scenes of dark woods, flying swans and dancing
beasts sparkle with atmosphere, detail, and character.
This is a beautifully produced hardback edition with foil details, deluxe
paper, H&T bands, and a gold ribbon marker—perfect for gifting.

“A charming storybook with sensitive, detailed illustrations on every page.”
—Midwest Book Review on Otto and the Secret Light of Christmas
Olwen the baby owl is bored sitting on her branch. She longs to be just
like hare, squirrel, and bear but no matter how hard she tries she can’t
hop, scamper or roar. Then Olwen discovers she can do something those
creatures can’t. She can fly!
Delicate, detailed illustrations of characterful animals and dreamy
woodland landscapes are beautifully rendered in plant-based watercolors
by Pirkko-Liisa Surojegin (An Illustrated Kalevala).
This sweet and charming picture book sensitively explores the feeling of
longing to be different and celebrates embracing what makes us special.
Pirkko-Liisa and Nora Surojegin are a mother-d aughter creative team from Finland.

Scott Plumbe is an award-w inning illustrator from Vancouver, Canada.

www.florisbooks.co.uk
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Hello Baby Animals,
Who Are You?

Tales of the
Mushroom Folk

Loes Botman

Signe Aspelin

JUVENILE NONFICTION
SEPTEMBER
Hello Animals
6 x 7 | 12 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $9.95 | CAN $12.99
9781782507208 W*
Ages 1 to 3

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
11¾ x 9½ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $18.95 | CAN $23.99
9781782507529 W*
Ages 4 to 7

Latest in the critically acclaimed
Hello Animals series that includes
Hello Bugs, What Do You Do? and
Hello Animals, How Do You Sleep?
“Soft, vivid pastel portraits of animals in their natural habitats make this
book stand out . . . There are just a few pages, but each one is worth spending
some time with.” —Maria Russo, The New York Times on Hello Animals,
Where Do You Live?
Meet some adorable baby animals—a wobbly foal, a playful kid, muddy
piglets, curious owlets, and many more. Pre-school children will love seeing
familiar baby animals, discovering new ones, and learning their special
names.
The simple concept is elevated by lively and accurate vocabulary and
luminous artwork, from popular Dutch illustrator Loes Botman, to create
a unique animal board book.
Loes Botman is an illustrator in the Netherlands.
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Mushroom Folk are a delightful
complement to Flower Fairies for
those who love retro illustrations.
“The beautiful saga of different mushroom folk makes for a fun story that all
ages will appreciate—especially adults who choose it for read-a loud because
of its whimsical characters and Victorian-looking fantasy drawings.”
—Midwest Book Review
Meet the playful Porcini Mushrooms, the mischievous Fly Agaric Toadstools,
the regal Button Mushrooms, and the sleepy Slippery Jacks and discover what
makes each mushroom family special in this collection of charming tales.
The book includes a handy non-fiction guide to mushroom types, with a
warning not to forage unless you’re an expert.
First published in 1909, this classic picture book is reintroduced in
a premium new edition sixty years after the illustrator’s death. With hand-
designed end papers, a cloth spine and deluxe paper, this is book is perfect
for fans of vintage charm.
Signe Aspelin (1881–1961) was a Swedish children’s book illustrator.

Floris Bookswww.florisbooks.co.uk

Secrets of the
Last Merfolk

The Fairy Song

Lindsay Littleson

Illustrated by Ruchi Mhasane

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
Kelpies
5¼ x 8¾ | 208 pp
Trade Paper
US $9.95 | CAN $12.99
9781782507376 W*
Ages 9 to 12

Forget Ariel: meet the proud, fierce,
and powerful mermaids of this exciting
middle-grade adventure from the author
of Guardians of the Wild Unicorns.
New to a small coastal town, Finn and Sage discover that the local legend
of merfolk living amid the waves is true, and the sea people are keeping
a dangerous secret. The two human children must put aside their own
problems with their challenging families and help in the battle against the
young merfolk’s ancient enemy before the last of their kind are lost forever.
This unique book offers a fresh take on merfolk mythology, with issues
of ocean conservation and a variety of family structures expertly woven
into a fast-paced middle-g rade adventure with a cast of strong, diverse
characters—both human and merfolk.

Janis Mackay

JUVENILE FICTION
MARCH
Picture Kelpies: Traditional
Scottish Tales
8½ x 11½ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper, Picture Book
US $11.95 | CAN $15.99
9781782507475 W*
Ages 4 to 7

A beautiful and diverse fairy story
which draws on traditional European
folklore.
One Midsummer’s Day, Rose hears beautiful singing and follows the joyful
sound deep into the forest. As she listens, a flurry of fairies bursts out of a
tiny door in the side of a hill! One of the fairies invites Rose to join their
party. Will she ever want to leave?
In this stunningly illustrated and beautifully told story, Scottish and
Indian creatives call on their cultural heritage to reimagine traditional
European fairy folklore.
Janis Mackay is a prize-w inning Scottish children’s author and storyteller.
Ruchi Mhasane is a children’s book illustrator from India.

Lindsay Littleson is the author of Guardians of the Wild Unicorns and a former teacher

from Scotland.
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The Night Walk

Spin a Scarf of Sunshine

Now that Night is Near

JUVENILE FICTION
7¾ x 10¾ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781782506393 W*

Illustrated by Stila Lim
JUVENILE FICTION
11¾ x 10¾ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781782506584 W*

Illustrated by Marit Törnqvist
JUVENILE FICTION
8½ x 10½ | 24 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781782506751 W*

Evie and the Strawberry Surprise

The Story of the Root Children

Wake Up, Let’s Play!

JUVENILE FICTION
Evie the Strawberry Fairy
8½ x 11 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781782506386 W*

JUVENILE FICTION
9½ x 11½ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781782506911 W*

JUVENILE FICTION
7¼ x 7¾ | 22 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $8.95 | CAN $11.99
9781782506263 W*

Marie Dorléans

Stefanie Dahle
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Dawn Casey

Sibylle von Olfers

Astrid Lindgren

Marit Törnqvist
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From New York Times best-selling
author Jonathan Balcombe comes
this tale of young Jake, who makes a
discovery when he meets an archerfish
caught on his line.
“This tender tale will evoke empathy in young readers. And, the art is
exquisite.” —Joyce Sidman, winner the Sibert Medal and author of The Girl
who Drew Butterflies and Hello, Earth
This affecting picture book tells the story of Jake, a young boy on his first
fishing trip with his grandfather. Jake makes a crucial choice when he
meets Ava, an archerfish, caught on his line. Featuring vivid illustrations of
Australian flora and fauna, Jake and Ava encourages young children to learn
about and empathize with the unique archerfish.
*Recommended for Social Emotional Learning (SEL) Programs
Jonathan Balcombe’s books include: Pleasurable Kingdom, Second Nature, The Exultant
Ark, and What a Fish Knows, a New York Times best-seller translated into fifteen
languages.
Rebecca Evans is an award-w inning illustrator and author. Her illustrations include:
Jeannie Houdini by Mary-A nn Stouck (The Gryphon Press); and Is 2 a Lot: An Adventure
With Numbers by Annie Watson (Tilbury House Publishers).

Jake and Ava: A Boy
and a Fish
Jonathan Balcombe
Illustrated by Rebecca Evans

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
9 x 9¾ | 24 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $17.99 | CAN $23.99
9780940719460 W
Ages 3 to 7

www.thegryphonpress.com

The Gryphon Press
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McDuff Moves In
Rosemary Wells

Illustrated by Susan Jeffers
JUVENILE FICTION
9 x 9¾ | 24 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9780940719422 W
Ages 3 to 7

Jeannie Houdini
A Hamster’s Tale
Mary-Ann Stouck

Illustrated by Rebecca Evans
JUVENILE FICTION
9 x 9¾ | 24 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9780940719408 W
Ages 3 to 7

Cookie’s Fortune

Lynda Graham- Barber

Illustrated by Nancy Lane
JUVENILE FICTION
9 x 9¾ | 24 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9780940719392 W
Ages 3 to 7

It’s Raining Pups and Dogs!

Always Blue for Chicu

A Home for Dakota

Illustrated by Amelia Hansen
Sit! Stay! Read!
JUVENILE FICTION
9 x 9¾ | 24 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $23.99
9780940719163 W
Ages 3 to 7

JUVENILE FICTION
8½ x 11 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $23.99
9780940719095 W
Ages 3 to 7

Illustrated by Nancy Lane
JUVENILE FICTION
9 x 9¾ | 24 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $8.95 | CAN $11.99
9780940719361 W
Ages 3 to 7

Jeanne Prevost
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Karen Dugan

Jan Zita Grover
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A duck unlike other ducks, a raincloud-
duck, with the heart of a lion, strikes
out into the world on her own.
“[A] moving, poetic tale [that] celebrates an outsider’s adventurous spirit in a
world that’s quick to judge.”—Eithne Farry, Sunday Express
On the farm, some eggs are hatching. A flock of sweet ducklings are popping
out but one duckling looks different from all the others. Kamila Shamsie
retells The Ugly Duckling with great empathy and a warm heart. Cast out
and all alone, the odd duckling will need all her bravery and curiosity to
survive. Her journey is a search for belonging, but what she finds is the right
to be different. Part of the Fairytale Revolution series, Duckling is a fresh take
on a classic story.
Kamila Shamsie is the author of six novels including Home Fire which was longlisted for
the Man Booker Prize 2017, shortlisted for the Costa Best Novel Award, the Books Are
My Bag Readers Awards 2018, and the DSC Prize for South Asian Literature, and won the
London Hellenic Prize and the Women’s Prize for Fiction 2018. Three of her novels have
received awards from Pakistan’s Academy of Letters. Kamila Shamsie is a Fellow of the
Royal Society of Literature and was named a Granta Best of Young British Novelists in
2013; she was also awarded a South Bank Arts Award in 2018. She grew up in Karachi and
now lives in London.

Duckling
Kamila Shamsie
Illustrated by Laura Barrett

JUVENILE FICTION
NOVEMBER
Fairytale Revolution
8 x 10 | 32 pp
Trade Cloth
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781642595758 W
Ages 7 to 10
eBook available

www.haymarketbooks.org
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It takes a lot more time for anything
to grow than it does for anything to be
chopped down.
“A humorous, spellbinding fairy tale.”—Woman’s Weekly
Greta lives with her brother Hansel on the edge of a great forest—a forest
in danger of destruction. GreedyGuts, their aunt, doesn’t appreciate Hansel
and Greta’s plans to replant trees and save the forest. In fact, she thinks
they’re horrible little vegetarians. GreedyGuts doesn’t give two hoots about
nature. She favors luxury and living it up: eating, shopping and partying
hard and so she hatches a plan to get rid of the meddling, do-gooder kids
deep in the woods. With her trademark subversive and comic eye, Jeanette
Winterson retells the classic tale of Hansel and Gretel.
Jeanette Winterson CBE was born in Manchester. Discovering early the power of books

Hansel and Greta
Jeanette Winterson
Illustrated by Laura Barrett

she left home at 16 to live in a Mini and get on with her education. After graduating from
Oxford University she worked for a while in the theatre and published her first novel,
Oranges Are Not The Only Fruit, which is based on her own upbringing but using herself
as a fictional character. She scripted the novel into a BAFTA-w inning BBC drama. Over
two decades later she re-v isited that material in the bestselling memoir Why Be Happy
When You Could Be Normal? She has written ten novels for adults, as well as children’s
books, non-fiction and screenplays. She is Professor of New Writing at the University of
Manchester.

JUVENILE FICTION
NOVEMBER
Fairytale Revolution
8 x 10 | 32 pp
Trade Cloth
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781642595765 W
Ages 7 to 10
eBook available
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If you really love her, you have to trust her.

“As macabre as the original . . . the same dark, sinister atmosphere
overshadows the old, murderous story.” —Eithne Farry, Sunday Express
Nia has met the man she wants to marry. Marcus is kind, clever and
handsome, with a beard so dark it is nearly blue-black. Nia demands a single
promise from him—t hat Marcus will never enter her study, her private
space. But when Marcus’s curiosity begins to mount Nia feels more and
more uneasy. Will he betray her? Can he accept that no means no? Can a
woman ever have a room of her own? Part of the Fairytale Revolution series,
Malorie Blackman brings her unparalleled understanding of human nature
to the story of Blueblood.
Malorie Blackman has written over seventy books for children and young adults,

including the Noughts & Crosses series, Thief and a science-fiction thriller, Chasing the
Stars. Many of her books have also been adapted for stage and television. In 2005 Malorie
was honoured with the Eleanor Farjeon Award in recognition of her distinguished
contribution to the world of children’s books. In 2008 she received an OBE for her services
to children’s literature, and between 2013 and 2015 she was the Children’s Laureate. Most
recently Malorie wrote for the Doctor Who series on BBC One, and the fifth novel in her
Noughts & Crosses series, Crossfire, was published by Penguin Random House Children’s
in summer 2019.

Blueblood
Malorie Blackman
Illustrated by Laura Barrett

JUVENILE FICTION
NOVEMBER
Fairytale Revolution
8 x 10 | 32 pp
Trade Cloth
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781642595772 W
Ages 7 to 10
eBook available

www.haymarketbooks.org
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IraqiGirl: Diary of a Teenage Girl
in Iraq

Cinderella Liberator

Missing Daddy

JUVENILE NONFICTION
5½ x 7¾ | 208 pp
Trade Paper
US $13.00 | CAN $16.99
9781931859738 W
Ages 12 to 16
eBook available

Illustrated by Arthur Rackham
JUVENILE FICTION
Fairytale Revolution
10 x 8 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781608465965 W
Ages 7 to 10
eBook available

Illustrated by bria royal
JUVENILE FICTION
8 x 8 | 36 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781642590364 W
Ages 3 to 7
eBook available

101 Changemakers

Oranges in No Man’s Land

A Little Piece of Ground

JUVENILE FICTION
5 x 7 | 128 pp
Trade Paper
US $12.95 | CAN $16.99
9781931859561 W
Ages 7 to 10

With Sonia Nimr
JUVENILE FICTION
5½ x 7¾ | 240 pp
Trade Paper
US $12.99 | CAN $16.99
9781931859387 W
Trade Cloth
US $45.00 | CAN $58.99
9781642591101 W
Ages 9 to 12
eBook available

IraqiGirl

Rebels and Radicals Who Changed
U.S. History
Edited by Michele Bollinger and Dao X Tran
JUVENILE NONFICTION
8½ x 11 | 210 pp
Paper over Board
US $19.95 | CAN $25.99
9781608461561 W
Ages 9 to 14
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Rebecca Solnit

Elizabeth Laird

Mariame Kaba

Elizabeth Laird
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It’s almost Christmas, but the nights
in Tinseltown are anything but silent.

Someone is targeting elves, and Ruprecht, a twelve-year-old krampus
and wannabe gumshoe, finds himself at the top of the Tinseltown Police
Department’s naughty list. With the help of his best friend, a ghost named
Marley, Ruprecht must clear his name by traversing the underbelly of this
festive but gritty metropolis. This quick-w itted middle-g rade chapter book
uniquely melds classic hardboiled detective novels like Dashiell Hammett’s
The Maltese Falcon with characters and creatures from European winter
folklore.
Kyle Sullivan and Derek Sullivan are the author/illustrator team behind the Hazy Fables

middle-g rade series and the Hazy Dell Press Monster Series of board books.

Krampus Confidential
Hazy Fables #3
Kyle Sullivan
Illustrated by Derek Sullivan

Also Available

Also Available
Hobgoblin and the
Seven Stinkers
of Rancidia
Hazy Fables #1
Kyle Sullivan
Illustrated by
Derek Sullivan
Hazy Fables
Paper over Board
US $15.95 | CAN $21.99
9781948931045 W
Ages 8 to 12

Zombie, Or Not to Be
Hazy Fables #2
Kyle Sullivan
Illustrated by
Derek Sullivan
Hazy Fables
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781948931137 W
Ages 8 to 12
eBook available

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
Hazy Fables
6 x 8¾ | 242 pp
B&W illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781948931267 W
Ages 8 to 12
eBook available

eBook available

www.hazydellpress.com

Hazy Dell Press
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Little Red has more agency than ever
in a gorgeous picture book packed with
wolves, weirdness, and witty word play.

Sink your teeth into this beautifully rhythmic picture-book revitalization
of the Little Red Riding Hood fairy tale. Distracted by her smart phone, Red
wanders into a forest filled with wolves of all types, shapes, and sizes. When
she’s confronted by the biggest and baddest of them all, Red has to keep her
wits and remember her inherent power, if she’s going to make it to grandma’s
house alive.
Meg Hunt is an award-w inning illustrator with past works including children’s books from

Hazy Dell Press and Chronicle Books, and past clients including The New York Times,
DreamWorks, Cartoon Network, and Disneyland.

Werewolf? There Wolf!
Kyle Sullivan
Illustrated by Meg Hunt

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
11¾ x 10¼ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781948931274 W
Ages 5 to 9
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Teddy the Tiger is Grrreat!

“Excellently written and containing charming and playful illustrations, the
book is an excellent introduction to the ancient tradition of Chinese New
Year in a contemporary fashion.” —Nancy Keane’s Booktalks
2022 is the Year of the Tiger! The cub Teddy is the prince of the jungle. But
despite his parent’s warnings, curious Teddy befriends the girl Su. Can Teddy
prove their forest home is big enough for both man and beast?
This revised edition features a bilingual translation in simplified Chinese.
Author Oliver Chin lives in San Francisco, CA.
Illustrator Justin Roth is a Creative Director at Grey Advertising NYC.

The Year of the Tiger
Tales from the Chinese Zodiac
Oliver Chin
Illustrated by Justin Roth

Also Available

Also Available
Julie Black Belt:
The Belt of Fire

The Discovery of
Anime and Manga

Oliver Chin
Illustrated by
Charlene Chua
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $15.95 | CAN $17.50
9781597020794 W
Ages 3 to 8

The Asian Hall of Fame
Oliver Chin and Phil Amara
Illustrated by Juan Calle
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.95 | CAN $18.50
9781597021463 W
Ages 3 to 12

eBook available

eBook available

www.immedium.com

JUVENILE FICTION
DECEMBER
Tales from the Chinese Zodiac
9½ x 10 | 36 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $15.95 | CAN $21.99
9781597021562 W
Ages 3 to 8
eBook available

Immedium
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Awesome Asian Americans

20 Stars Who Made America Amazing
Phil Amara and Oliver Chin
Illustrated by Juan Calle
JUVENILE NONFICTION
7½ x 9½ | 132 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper, Picture Book
US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781597021500 W
Ages 8 to 17
eBook available

Justin Time: The Big Pet Story
Brandon James Scott

JUVENILE FICTION
Justin Time
9½ x 10 | 36 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $15.95 | CAN $20.99
9781597020411 W
Ages 3 to 8
eBook available
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That Girl on TV could be Me!

The Journey of a Latina news anchor
[Bilingual English / Spanish]
Leticia Ordaz
Illustrated by Juan Calle
JUVENILE NONFICTION
8½ x 10½ | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781597021517 W
Ages 3 to 8
eBook available

Play with your Food
David G. Derrick, Jr.

JUVENILE FICTION
9½ x 10 | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $15.95 | CAN $20.99
9781597021029 W
Ages 3 to 8
eBook available

The Treehouse Heroes

The Story of Kites

Illustrated by Alina Chau
JUVENILE FICTION
8 x 11 | 36 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $15.95 | CAN $20.99
9781597020343 W
Ages 3 to 8
eBook available

Illustrated by Yongsheng Xuan
JUVENILE FICTION
Amazing Chinese Inventions
8¾ x 11¼ | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $15.95 | CAN $20.99
9781597021227 W
Ages 3 to 8
eBook available

and the Forgotten Beast
Phil Amara

Ying Chang Compestine

Selected Backlist from Immediumwww.immedium.com

Tuktu Says

If You’re Happy
and You Know It

Nadia Sammurtok

Monica Ittusardjuat

Illustrated by Ali Hinch

Illustrated by Ali Hinch

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
Arvaaq Books
8 x 10 | 34 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $12.50
9781774502457 W*
(excluding Canada)
Ages up to 3

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
Arvaaq Books
8 x 10 | 18 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $12.50
9781774502440 W*
(excluding Canada)
Ages up to 3

Tuktu says . . . touch your nose! Tuktu
says . . . touch your ears! Get on your
feet and join Tuktu and Friends as they
play together!

Make some noise with Tuktu and
Friends with this fun-filled, interactive
board book!

Tuktu and his friends are playing Tuktu Says. Join in and play with them!
In this interactive book, children can play along by doing the actions with
the characters in the book. With interactive books, children are encouraged
to actively participate in the stories they are listening to. Through directions
or instructional text, children are encouraged to play, move, or make
sounds along with the characters in the book.
Nadia Sammurtok is an Inuit writer and educator originally from Rankin Inlet,

Nunavut. Nadia is passionate about preserving the traditional Inuit lifestyle and
Inuktitut language so that they may be enjoyed by future generations.

www.inhabiteducation.com

Tuktu and his friends are singing “If You’re Happy and You Know It.”
Join in and sing along! In this interactive book, children can sing along
and do the actions with the characters in the book. With interactive
books, children are encouraged to actively participate in the stories they
are listening to. Through directions or instructional text, children are
encouraged to play, move, or make sounds along with the characters in
the book.
Monica Ittusardjuat is a residential school survivor who grew up in a time when Inuit
lived a subsistence way of life. She has thirty years of experience in education and
language studies.

Inhabit Education Books Inc.
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Peekaboo! Nanuq and
Nuka Look for Colours

This Is What I See

Rachel Rupke

Illustrated by We Are Together

Looee Arreak

Illustrated by Ali Hinch

JUVENILE FICTION
NOVEMBER
Arvaaq Books
8 x 8 | 18 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $15.50
9781774502686 W*
(excluding Canada)
Ages up to 3

JUVENILE NONFICTION
NOVEMBER
Arvaaq Books
8½ x 8½ | 20 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $12.50
9781774502723 W*
(excluding Canada)
Ages 3 to 5
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Can you help Nanuq and Nuka look
for colours? In this interactive book,
Nanuq and Nuka explore the world
around them and look for different
colours. Children can pull up the flap
and find the hidden colours!
Rachel Rupke has a Masters of Education

and over ten years of experience working in
education as a classroom teacher, literacy
specialist, curriculum developer, and
educational consultant.

JUVENILE FICTION
NOVEMBER
Arvaaq Books
7 x 9 | 28 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $12.50
9781774502747 W*
(excluding Canada)
Ages up to 3

Let’s count what we see as we walk
on the tundra! Based on a song by
award-w inning Inuktitut singer and
songwriter Looee Arreak, this book
invites children to sing along as they
count the animals they see on the
tundra.
Looee Arreak is an award-w inning Inuktitut
singer and songwriter who is passionate about
Inuit language preservation and creativity.
She lives Iqaluit, Nunavut.

Meeka Loves Nature:
Insects

Mia and the Monsters
Search for Shapes

Danny Christopher

Neil Christopher

Illustrated by Ali Hinch

Illustrated by Sigmundur Thorgeirsson

Join the little entomologist as she
explores the tundra to find all sorts of
bugs, from polaris bees to Arctic blue
butterflies and everything in between.
What flying, buzzing, crawling
creatures will she discover next?
Danny Christopher has travelled throughout

the Canadian Arctic as an instructor for
Nunavut Arctic College. He lives in Toronto.

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
Arvaaq Books
8½ x 8½ | 16 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $12.50
9781774502433 W*
(excluding Canada)
Ages 3 to 5

Mia and the Monsters are back and this
time they’re finding shapes in the arctic
landscape! Let’s look for shapes! In this
interactive book, children can join Mia
and her monster friends as they look for
different shapes on the tundra.
Neil Christopher is an educator, author, and
filmmaker. He first moved to the North many
years ago to help start a high school program
in Resolute Bay, Nunavut. Neil has worked
with many community members to record
and preserve traditional Inuit stories.

Inhabit Education Books Inc.www.inhabiteducation.com

A thrilling and dog-filled adventure from
Labrador, Newfoundland.

When Willy’s friend Sid comes to visit, he brings Willy a surprise—a new
pup! Willy’s new pup is strong and fast, but he needs a lot of training before
he can become the new lead dog. When Willy finally decides his new pup
is ready for his first hunting trip, something happens that puts the dog’s
strength and bravery to the test. Based on true events, this story from
Labrador shows the powerful bond between a dog team driver and his
lead dog.
Sherry Blake is an Inuk throat singer who performs with the group The Blake Sisters. She

lives in St. John’s, Newfoundland.
Lenny Lishchenko is a Ukrainian-born and Canadian-raised illustrator, graphic designer,

and comic maker.

Willy’s New Pup: A Story
from Labrador
Sherry Blake
Illustrated by Lenny Lishchenko

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
Nunavummi
8 x 9 | 52 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $20.95
9781774502709 W* (excluding Canada)
Ages 7 to 9

www.inhabiteducation.com

Inhabit Education Books Inc.
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“This is a story about when my family
and I went berry picking at Four Mile Bay
with my Granny Nalvana. I have never
forgotten it . . .”
When Nekaloakyok was a young girl, she loved going berry picking with
her Granny Nalvana. Based on the memories of the author, this book tells
the story of a family trip picking akpiks and other berries at Four Mile Bay,
near Kugluktuk, Nunavut. Join Nekaloakyok as she reflects on childhood
memories and special moments spent with family.
Barbara Adjun is a homemaker. She loves to sew, bake, and cook. She lives in Kugluktuk,

Nunavut.
Kagan McLeod has been illustrating for magazines, newspapers, and design firms since

1999, after graduating from Sheridan College’s illustration program. His work has been
published in Entertainment Weekly, Reader’s Digest, The Walrus, The Wall Street Journal,
Toronto Life, The Boston Globe, and Popular Mechanics.

Berry Picking at
Four Mile Bay
Barbara Adjun
Illustrated by Kagan McLeod

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
Nunavummi
9 x 10 | 50 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $20.95
9781774502839 W* (excluding Canada)
Ages 7 to 9
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A fun and relatable story about a little
boy’s fear of the unknown.

Moar loves autumn but worries about the moon. The days become shorter
and the moon, with its creepy face and eerie smile, seems to look down on
him before he can get home from school! One day, Moar is determined to get
home before the moon appears in the sky. But there are so many fun things
to do on the way home, he may run out of time!
Roselynn Akulukjuk was born in Pangnirtung, Nunavut. She is the author of The Owl and

the Lemming and Putuguq & Kublu and the Qalupalik!

Jazmine Gubbe is an illustrator from Ontario.

Little Moar and the Moon
Roselynn Akulukjuk
Illustrated by Jazmine Gubbe

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
9 x 9 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.95
9781772272994 W* (excluding Canada)
Ages 5 to 7

www.inhabitmedia.com
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Author Masiana Kelly draws on the
beauty of the Northwest Territories and
the wisdom of Elders to illustrate the
importance of treating the land around
us with respect.
Thomas loves to tell big stories about how skilled he is on the land. But when
his friends grow tired of his tales, Thomas must prove himself by spending
a night alone in the forest. The trees, who have heard his stories, watch him
tear off their bark and litter. While Thomas sleeps, they dance a dance that
will leave him with a very different kind of story to tell—i f he can find his
way home . . .
Masiana Kelly is an Inuk/Dene writer from the Canadian Arctic.
Michelle Simpson is an illustrator based in Niagara Falls, Canada.

The Dancing Trees
Masiana Kelly
Illustrated by Michelle Simpson

JUVENILE FICTION
NOVEMBER
8 x 9½ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.95
9781772273694 W* (excluding Canada)
Ages 5 to 7
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The Bee

Grandmother
Ptarmigan

Becky Han

Qaunaq Mikkigak and
Joanne Schwartz

Illustrated by Tindur Peturs

Illustrated by Qin Leng

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
8½ x 8½ | 28 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.95
9781772273007 W*
(excluding Canada)
Ages 5 to 7

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
7 x 7 | 28 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $10.95
9781772273656 W*
(excluding Canada)
Ages up to 3

Based on an award-winning song by
Inuit singer-songwriter Becky Han.

A sweet, simple, nursery rhyme
inspired rendition of a traditional Inuit
origin tale.

When the narrator of this fun and silly book is startled by the buzzing of a
bee, she sets off on an adventure that sees her running from community to
community, trying to lose her buzzing companion. When she has run clear
across Nunavut, she finally realizes that perhaps this little bee isn’t such a
fearsome foe after all!

It’s bedtime for baby ptarmigan, but he will not go to sleep. So his
grandmother decides to tell him a bedtime story that he will never forget!
Qaunaq Mikkigak was an Elder, artist, and throat singer from Cape Dorset, Nunavut.

Becky Han grew up in Ikpiarjuk (Arctic Bay) in the Canadian Arctic. The Bee is her

Joanne Schwartz is the author of Town is by the Sea, illustrated by Sydney Smith, which

Tindur Peturs is an animator and illustrator from Iceland. They have a love for nature,
animals, and the power of storytelling.

Qin Leng is the illustrator of A Family is a Family is a Family and Over the Shop.

first book.

www.inhabitmedia.com

was a Governor General’s Literary Award nominee and won the TD Canadian Children’s
Literature Award. Joanne is a children’s librarian and lives in Toronto.

Inhabit Media
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Those Who Run in the Sky

Those Who Dwell Below

It’s Time for Bed

Illustrated by Toma Feizo Gas
JUVENILE FICTION
6 x 9 | 208 pp
B&W illustrations
Trade Paper
US $13.95
9781772271218 W*
Ages 12 and up

Illustrated by Toma Feizo Gas
JUVENILE FICTION
6 x 9 | 208 pp
B&W illustrations
Trade Paper
US $13.95
9781772272352 W*
Ages 12 and up

Illustrated by Tim Mack
JUVENILE FICTION
9 x 8 | 36 pp
Color illustrations
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.95
9781772272277 W*
Ages 3 to 5

Aviaq Johnston

Aviaq Johnston

In My Anaana’s Amautik

In the Sky at Nigthttime

Illustrated by Lenny Lishchenko
JUVENILE FICTION
9 x 9 | 24 pp
Color illustrations
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.95
9781772272529 W*
Ages up to 3

Illustrated by Tamara Campeau
JUVENILE FICTION
8½ x 8½ | 28 pp
Color illustrations
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.95
9781772272383 W*
Ages up to 3

Nadia Sammurtok
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Laura Deal

Ceporah Mearns and Jeremy Debicki

Sweetest Kulu
5th Anniversary Limited Edition
Celina Kalluk

Illustrated by Alexandria Neonakis
JUVENILE FICTION
12 x 9½ | 32 pp
Color illustrations
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.95
9781772272604 W*
Ages up to 3

Selected Backlist from Inhabit Mediawww.inhabitmedia.com

The first three books in the Cautionary
Fables and Fairy Tales series from
Iron Circus Comics are now available
in an attractive box set!

The first three books in the Cautionary Fables and Fairy Tales series from
Iron Circus Comics are now available in an attractive box set! Including
The Girl Who Married a Skull, The Nixie of the Mill-Pond, and Tamamo the
Fox Maiden, the Cautionary Fables and Fairy Tales Box Set contains over
600 pages of comics chronicling traditional folk tales from Africa, Europe,
and Asia, both the well-known and the obscure. A fantastic present for the
young reader in your life, eager to learn about traditional stories from around
the world.

The Cautionary Fables
and Fairy Tales Box Set
Edited by Kate Ashwin
and Kel McDonald
JUVENILE FICTION
MARCH
Cautionary Fables and Fairy Tales
6 x 9 | 618 pp
B&W illustrations throughout
Boxed Set
US $45.00 | CAN $58.99
9781945820946 W

www.ironcircus.com

Iron Circus Comics
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Two modern-day kids and their
100-year-old new friend race the clock
against a fae trickster out to upend
their post-high school lives before they
can start!
Andrea and Darra live in a dead-end Massachusetts town, making their way
through high school, dreaming of escape. And everything’s going according
to plan . . . until a chance encounter with a strange spirit named Carmen
changes everything!
Carmen promises Andrea eternal life! But then, a mysterious young boy
named Liam shows up. He claims he also made a deal with Carmen, and it
didn’t go well . . . 100 years ago.
Liam must convince his new friends of Carmen’s evil nature before Andrea
is tricked into a magical bargain that will upend her life before it even has a
chance to start.

Stars, Hide Your Fire
Kel McDonald
Illustrated by Jose Pimienta

YOUNG ADULT FICTION
OCTOBER
6 x 9 | 162 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $15.00 | CAN $19.99
9781945820892 W
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Turning Back to
Allah: Sulaiman’s
Caving Calamity
Aliyah Vaughan

Tittle-Tattle Talia
Salwah Isaacs-Johaadien

Illustrated by Rakaiya Azzouz

Illustrated by
J’Aaron Merchant

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
5½ x 7¾ | 56 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $8.95 | CAN $11.99
9780860378402 W
Ages 7 to 10
eBook available

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
9½ x 9½ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $14.00 | CAN $16.95
9780860377443 W
Ages 3 to 8
eBook available

Sulaiman finds himself having to face
his worst fears, feeling lost and helpless
he realizes the need to turn to Allah.

Talia cannot resist a juicy story. She’s
always talking about others despite
warnings to stop. It’s just a little fun, but
wait . . . where have all her friends gone?

Sulaiman is looking forward to exploring inside deep, dark caves on his
Scout trip . . . or is he? Once he is inside the cave, he has to overcome one
of his biggest fears. When disaster strikes Sulaiman finds help by turning
to Allah. Sulaiman learns the importance of performing good deeds
sincerely for the sake of Allah and to repent for any bad deeds he may have
done. Following the success of A Race to Prayer: Sulaiman’s Rewarding Day,
Sulaiman’s Caving Calamity is the second in a series of stories about the
adventures of a young Muslim boy.

www.kubepublishing.com

Talia is a young girl who enjoys the attention she gets from gossiping.
Despite many warnings from her family, she cannot comprehend why
they want her to stop. When she takes her bad habit outside the home,
she quickly spirals out of control, causing her to go from being extremely
popular to having no friends. She learns to understand what her family
tried to warn her about. Admitting her mistakes and accepting fault opens
up doors of forgiveness and growth for her and everyone else involved.
A delightful way to explain to children how gossiping and back-biting
hurts other people’s feelings but also harms the one doing the gossiping and
is a habit that all Muslims should avoid.

Kube Publishing Ltd
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Let It Go

Learning the Lesson of Forgiveness
Na’ima B. Robert and Mufti Menk
JUVENILE FICTION
The Islamic Foundation
9½ x 9½ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $11.95 | CAN $18.95
9780860377979 W
Ages 4 to 8
eBook available

My First Iqra!
Orin Azizah

JUVENILE NONFICTION
6½ x 6½ | 20 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $9.95 | CAN $12.99
9780860377788 W
Ages 2 to 5
eBook available
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My First Book About Ramadan

Rapunzel: An Islamic Tale

Illustrated by Ali Lodge
JUVENILE NONFICTION
6½ x 7½ | 26 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $19.95 | CAN $12.99
9780860378303 W
Ages 3 to 5
eBook available

Sarah Nesti Willard
JUVENILE FICTION
10 x 9¼ | 44 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $14.00 | CAN $17.99
9780860377344 W
Ages 5 to 8
eBook available

Sara Khan

Fawzia Gilani

Being Honest

Go On, Zap Shaytan

JUVENILE FICTION
Ali Gator
Akhlaaq Building Series
7¾ x 7¾ | 24 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper, Picture Book
US $6.50 | CAN $8.99
9781921772603 W
Ages 2 to 5
eBook available

JUVENILE FICTION
9½ x 9½ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $9.95 | CAN $12.99
9780860377016 W
Ages 3 to 7
eBook available

Good Manners and Character
Ali Gator

Seeking Shelter with Allah
Razana Noor

Selected Backlist from Kube Publishing Ltdwww.kubepublishing.com

Three monsters . . .
Who will win The Ugliest Monster
in the World Contest?

A monster claims that he is the ugliest monster in the world. Soon a second
monster arrives, saying he’s the ugliest! And what happens when a third
monster arrives? Perhaps the best way to find out who is the ugliest of them
all is to look in a mirror . . .
Luis Amavisca is a well-k nown writer for kids in Spain. He has published several books

including Bang Bang I Hurt the Moon and I Love My Colorful Nails.

Erica Salcedo has been published by numerous British, American and Spanish publishers.
In 2018 her book How to Survive as a Firefly was selected by the Junior Library Guild.

The Ugliest Monster
in the World
Luis Amavisca
Illustrated by Erica Salcedo

Also Available in Spanish!
El monstruo más feo
del mundo
Luis Amavisca
Illustrated by
Erica Salcedo
Somos8
Paper over Board
US $15.99 | CAN $20.99
9788417673758 W*
Ages 3 to 6

www.nubeocho.com

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
Somos8
10¼ x 9¾ | 36 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $15.99 | CAN $20.99
9788417673765 W*
Ages 3 to 6

NubeOcho
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Daniela the Pirate
and the Witch
Philomena

That’s Not Normal!

Susanna Isern

Mar Pavón

Illustrated by Gómez

Illustrated by Laure du Faÿ

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
Egalité
9½ x 11 | 44 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.99 | CAN $21.99
9788418133329 W*
Ages 4 to 8

JUVENILE FICTION
NOVEMBER
Egalité
11¼ x 9¾ | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.99 | CAN $21.99
9788418133237 W*
Ages 3 to 7

The third book in the popular Daniela
the Pirate series delivers adventure on
every page as Daniela and her crew try
to stop the terrible spells of Philomena.

An uplifting, fun story about individuality,
self-acceptance and being yourself.
A White Ravens selection.

When Daniela and her crew follow a treasure map, strange things happen
to them. Could they be the work of Philomena, the fearful witch who can’t
stand laughter and happiness?
Also available in Spanish as Daniela Pirata y la bruja Sofronisa
(9788418133312).

Whether helping old monkey climb a tree or keeping Giraffe’s neck warm
on a cold day, Elephant is always ready to lend a hand, or rather a trunk . . .
an exceptionally long trunk!
Also available in Spanish as ¡Eso no es normal! (9788417673734).
Mar Pavón has published several children’s books in English, Italian, French, Dutch,

Korean and Chinese, while being awarded the International Latino Book Awards,
IPPY Awards, and the Living Now Awards.
Susanna Isern is the author of many children’s books, which have been translated into
over a dozen languages. She was awarded the Silver Medal in the Moonbeam Children’s
Book Awards in 2013.

Laure du Faÿ is a prolific illustrator of picture books, and has been published in the US,
France, Spain, the Netherlands, Switzerland, and China. She has also published comic
books in France and Italy.

Gómez has worked for several international publishing houses. Her book Hedgehog and
Rabbit. The Scary Wind is a Junior Library Guild Selection.
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Benji loves playing with dolls . . . By
the authors of I Love My Colorful Nails,
Alicia Acosta and Luis Amavisca.
Benji wants a doll more than anything. When he finally gets one, he can´t
wait to take it to the park to show it to his friends . . .
An up-l ifting story to remind us that there are no toys for boys and toys
for girls.
Luis Amavisca is a well-k nown writer for kids in Spain. He has published several books

including I Love My Colorful Nails.

Alicia Acosta is a professional storyteller. Her book Little Captain Jack was runner-up for

the International Latino Book Awards.

Amélie Graux is an internationally renowned artist. She has illustrated several books with
publishers such as Gallimard, Flammarion, and NubeOcho.

Benji’s Doll
Luis Amavisca and Alicia Acosta
Illustrated by Amélie Graux

Also Available in Spanish!
La muñeca de Lucas
Luis Amavisca and
Alicia Acosta
Illustrated by
Amélie Graux
Egalité
Paper over Board
US $16.99 | CAN $21.99
9788418133398 W*
Ages 3 to 7

www.nubeocho.com

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
Egalité
9¾ x 9¾ | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.99 | CAN $21.99
9788418133404 W*
Ages 3 to 7

NubeOcho
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Quizás . . .

Dos tortugas y un
sombrero

Chris Haughton

Jon Klassen

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
Somos8
10¼ x 9¾ | 48 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $21.99
9788418133763 W*
Ages 2 to 6

Chris Haughton’s Maybe . . . in Spanish!
Three little monkeys are sitting on
their branch. “Don’t go down to the
mango tree. There are tigers down
there” says the big monkey. Mmm . . .
mangos! think the little monkeys.
They LOVE mangos. Maybe . . . maybe
they could just look at the mangos?
That’d be ok, right?

JUVENILE FICTION
NOVEMBER
Somos8
11 x 7¾ | 56 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $21.99
9788418133947 W*
Ages 2 to 7

Leo se viste

We Found a Hat is finally available in
Spanish! Hold on to your hats for the
conclusion of the celebrated hat trilogy
by Caldecott Medalist Jon Klassen,
who gives his deadpan finale a
surprising twist.
Two turtles have found a hat. But
there are two turtles. And there is only
one hat.

Un lobo con mucha
hambre

Britta Teckentrup

Silvia Borando

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
Somos 8
9½ x 6¾ | 36 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $12.99 | CAN $16.99
9788417673697 W*
Ages 2 to 6
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Mr. Lion Dresses Up! finally arrives in
Spanish!
Leo has been invited to a party!
But what will he wear? Will it be a
handsome suit, a superhero costume or
perhaps an evening gown? His friend
Monkey will help him in deciding what
outfit suits him best!

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
Somos8
7¾ x 9 | 52 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $14.99 | CAN $18.99
9788417673499 W*
Ages 3 to 7

Run, run, there’s a hungry wolf in the
forest! Hare tries to warn the other
animals but not everyone believes
him . . .
With its simple illustrations, vibrant
colors and humor, this picture book
is a delight for both children and
grown-ups.

NubeOchowww.nubeocho.com

Wonderfully detailed illustrations bring
Keats’s classic poem to life for young
kids and their grown-ups.

Grant Silverstein’s illustrations of John Keats’s endearing poem charm the
eye as Keats charmed the ear. Written in a letter to his younger sister, “There
was a naughty boy” is the word and sound play of a young man who would
become one of the immortals of English poetry.
John Keats was an English Romantic poet.
Grant Silverstein is an American artist who specializes in etchings. He has illustrated
three previous Paul Dry Books titles—The Battle Between the Frogs and the Mice, Davey
McGravy, and The Verb ‘To Bird’—a nd he lives in rural Pennsylvania.

Naughty Boy
A Song About Myself
John Keats
Illustrated by Grant Silverstein

JUVENILE FICTION
MARCH
8½ x 11 | 60 pp
47 color illustrations
Trade Paper
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781589881624 USC
Ages 4 to 8

www.pauldrybooks.com

Paul Dry Books
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Friday’s Tunnel

February’s Road

JUVENILE FICTION
5½ x 8½ | 263 pp
20 B&W illustrations
Trade Paper
US $11.95 | CAN $15.99
9781589881372 USC
Ages 9 to 12

JUVENILE FICTION
5½ x 8½ | 162 pp
20 B&W illustrations
Trade Paper
US $11.95 | CAN $15.99
9781589881389 USC
Ages 9 to 12

Yearbook

The Winged Girl of Knossos

Cow Boyhood

YOUNG ADULT FICTION
5½ x 8½ | 249 pp
Trade Paper
US $11.95 | CAN $15.99
9781589881181 USC
Ages 12 and up

Foreword by Betsy Bird
JUVENILE FICTION
5½ x 8 | 220 pp
B&W illustrations
Trade Paper
US $11.95 | CAN $16.50
9781589881204 USC
Ages 9 to 12

JUVENILE FICTION
The Adventures of Wilder Good
5 x 8 | 200 pp
Trade Paper
US $9.95 | CAN $12.99
9781589881549 USC
Ages 8 to 12

John Verney

Jesse Edward Johnson
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John Verney

Erick Berry

Together

An Inspiring Response to the “Separate-
But-Equal” Supreme Court Decision that
Divided America
Amy Nathan
YOUNG ADULT NONFICTION
6 x 9 | 209 pp
B&W photographs throughout
Trade Paper
US $14.95 | CAN $19.99
9781589881488 USC
Ages 12 and up

S. J. Dahlstrom

Selected Backlist from Paul Dry Bookswww.pauldrybooks.com

A collection of eighty imaginative games
and activities designed to engage and
entertain without a screen.

Whether we’re big or small, it can be hard to get away from our screens.
The more time we spend with them, the more we lose sight of all that is
fascinating and delightful in the world around us.
Screen-Free Fun contains eighty of the weirdest and most wonderful
activities children can do at home, all without using a screen. Rather than
scrolling or tapping, you’ll be invited to draw, make, write, invent, and
discover. You can paint like Picasso or meditate like Buddha; become an
indoor entomologist or a home Olympian.
Inventive and irreverent, this is a compendium of strange, silly, and
stimulating activities.

Screen-Free Fun
80 amazing activities from sock
sliding to raindrop racing
The School of Life
JUVENILE NONFICTION
SEPTEMBER
5½ x 8 | 144 pp
170 illustrations
Paper over Board
US $16.99 | CAN $22.99
9781912891573 USC
Ages 8 and up
eBook available

www.theschooloflife.com

The School of Life
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An essential guide to encourage
children to explore, enjoy, and benefit
from the natural world around them.

Children are used to hearing about how important it is to protect nature,
but they may not fully understand how the natural world can positively
impact their emotional wellbeing. With that in mind, this book looks to
enhance this time spent outside and show children how nature can be fun,
uplifting, consoling, and even offer companionship.
This is a book about how nature can touch us all and help us with our
lives (especially when we might be feeling bored, sad, or lonely). Beautiful
illustrations and a tone that is encouraging, warm, and accessible makes it
easy for children to relate to.

Nature and Me
A guide to the joys and
excitements of the outdoors
The School of Life
JUVENILE NONFICTION
FEBRUARY
9 x 10¼ | 72 pp
35 color illustrations
Paper over Board
US $19.99 | CAN $25.99
9781912891313 USC
Ages 8 and up
eBook available
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From creative superstars Davina Bell
and Allison Colpoys (All the Ways to be
Smart) comes a message of hope that
we can depend upon and live by: bad days
pass, and no matter what happens, we
all deserve love.
I know your world is feeling gray
but it won’t always be this way.
And everyone alive can say
they’ve felt the way you do today.
An uplifting and healing book that every family needs in an era of
overwhelming change.
Davina Bell is an award-w inning author of books for young readers of many ages. She
writes picture books (including All the Ways to be Smart and Under the Love Umbrella),
middle-g rade fiction, and YA.
Allison Colpoys is the award-w inning designer and illustrator of All the Ways to be Smart,
as well as many more titles.

Tomorrow is a
Brand-New Day
Davina Bell
Illustrated by Allison Colpoys

JUVENILE FICTION
MARCH
8½ x 11 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.99 | CAN $23.99
9781950354306 USC
Ages 3 to 7

www.scribblekidsbooks.com
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An adorable story about making new
friends and finding creative solutions
to playground problems.
A pair of pears rocked on a seesaw.
A pair of pears played ping-pong.
A pair of pears rode their tandem bike.
Until one day, someone new wanted to join their fun.
Big Pear and Little Pear love playing together. But when Orange joins in,
their games don’t work, and Big Pear feels left out. A relatable, hilarious, and
kind-hearted tale about navigating friendship when three starts to feel like a
crowd! From the author of the much-loved Anemone is not the Enemy.
Anna McGregor is a Melbourne-based author and illustrator of modern, quirky, and
conceptual stories from the heart.

A Pair of Pears and
an Orange
Anna McGregor

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
8¾ x 11 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.99 | CAN $23.99
9781950354702 USC
Ages 3 to 7
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Scribblewww.scribblekidsbooks.com

A buoyant and heartwarming
celebration of individuality, identity,
and dressing to suit yourself!

It’s almost Frankie’s birthday and everything is ready—except for something
to wear. All of her party dresses feel wrong. Her family tries to help, but it’s no
good.
What Frankie longs for is a suit. A spectacular suit . . .
Can Frankie find the outfit of her dreams?
Kat Patrick is the author of multiple children’s books, including Doodle Cat Wears a Cape.
Hayley Wells is an illustrator specializing in children’s books and editorial illustration.

The Spectacular Suit
Kat Patrick
Illustrated by Hayley Wells

JUVENILE FICTION
NOVEMBER
9 x 10½ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.99 | CAN $23.99
9781950354696 USC
Ages 3 to 7

www.scribblekidsbooks.com
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All the Ways to be Smart

Under the Love Umbrella

Howl

Illustrated by Allison Colpoys
JUVENILE FICTION
8½ x 11 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.99 | CAN $22.99
9781947534964 USC
Ages 3 to 6

Illustrated by Allison Colpoys
JUVENILE FICTION
8¼ x 10 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.99 | CAN $24.50
9781947534971 USC
Ages 3 to 6

Illustrated by Evie Barrow
JUVENILE FICTION
9¼ x 10¾ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.99 | CAN $22.99
9781950354450 USC
Ages 3 to 7

Davina Bell

Plastic

past, present, and future
Eun-ju Kim

Illustrated by Ji-won Lee
Translated by Joungmin Lee Comfort
JUVENILE NONFICTION
9 x 11¼ | 36 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.99 | CAN $23.99
9781950354061 USC
Ages 6 to 10
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Davina Bell

Kat Patrick

Arno and His Horse

Wren

Illustrated by Felicita Sala
JUVENILE FICTION
9 x 11 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.99 | CAN $24.50
9781950354467 USC
Ages 3 to 6

Illustrated by Sophie Beer
JUVENILE FICTION
9¾ x 9 | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $17.99 | CAN $23.99
9781950354665 USC
Ages 3 to 7

Jane Godwin

Katrina Lehman

Selected Backlist from Scribblewww.scribblekidsbooks.com

Haiku and artwork tell the story of the
poet Basho and the poetry diaries he
wrote on his walks throughout Japan.

The seventeenth-century Japanese poet Matsuo Basho practically invented
the haiku. He’s most famous for his travel journals. But how did he come
to be such a traveler in the first place? This delightful volume—composed
entirely in haiku based on the poet’s written travelogues and illustrated with
vibrant hand-painted scenes—tells the true story of Basho’s decision to
abandon his comfortable city life and of the five great journeys he then took
across the length and breadth of Japan.
Freeman Ng is a St. Paul, MN–based author and haiku writer who wrote and posted one
haiku every day for five years. Cassandra Rockwood- Ghanem is an Oakland-based poet

and illustrator.

Basho’s Haiku Journeys
Freeman Ng
Illustrated by
Cassandra Rockwood- Ghanem

JUVENILE NONFICTION
OCTOBER
8 x 10 | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781611720693 W
Ages 9 and up
eBook available

www.stonebridge.com
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Foundations of Chinese Civilization
The Yellow Emperor to the Han Dynasty
(2697 BCE–220 CE)
Jing Liu
COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS
Understanding China Through Comics
7½ x 9¼ | 168 pp
B&W illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $14.95 | CAN $19.99
9781611720273 W
eBook available

The Making of Modern China

The Ming Dynasty to the Qing Dynasty
(1368–1912)
Jing Liu
COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS
Understanding China Through Comics
7½ x 9¼ | 168 pp
B&W illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $14.95 | CAN $19.99
9781611720396 W
eBook available
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Division to Unification in
Imperial China

Barbarians and the Birth of
Chinese Identity

COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS
Understanding China Through Comics
7½ x 9¼ | 168 pp
B&W illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $14.95 | CAN $19.99
9781611720303 W
eBook available

COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS
Understanding China Through Comics
7½ x 9¼ | 168 pp
B&W illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $14.95 | CAN $19.99
9781611720341 W
eBook available

The Little Exile

Humphrey the Lost Whale

The Three Kingdoms to the Tang Dynasty
(220–907)
Jing Liu

Jeanette Arakawa
YOUNG ADULT NONFICTION
5 x 8 | 240 pp
Trade Paper
US $14.95 | CAN $19.99
9781611720365 W
Ages 12 to 16
eBook available

The Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms to the
Yuan Dynasty (907–1368)
Jing Liu

A True Story
Wendy Tokuda and Richard Hall
Illustrated by Hanako Wakiyama
JUVENILE NONFICTION
8 x 10¼ | 36 pp
Trade Paper
US $9.95 | CAN $12.99
9781611720174 W
Ages 5 to 9
eBook available

Selected Backlist from Stone Bridge Presswww.stonebridge.com

Based on true events, The Gaps is
a compelling Own Voices YA novel
that examines grief and guilt in the
aftermath of a community tragedy.
Praise for The Gaps:
“Hall’s writing is breathtakingly good. The Gaps is a lightning bolt of a novel
about power, privilege, race, art, and identity.” —Nina Kenwood, author of
It Sounded Better in My Head
When sixteen-year-old Yin Mitchell is abducted, the news reverberates through
the tenth-grade class at Balmoral Ladies College. As the hours tick by, the girls
know the chance of Yin being found alive is becoming smaller and smaller.
Everyone is affected by Yin’s disappearance—even scholarship student
Chloe, who usually stays out of school dramas, is drawn into the maelstrom.
And when she begins to form an uneasy alliance with Natalia, the queen of
tenth grade, things get even more complicated.
A tribute to friendship in all its guises, The Gaps is a moving examination
of vulnerability and strength, safety, and danger, and the particular
uncertainties young women face in the world.
Leanne Hall is an author of young adult and children’s fiction. Her debut novel, This Is

Shyness, won the Text Prize for Children’s and Young Adult Writing, and was followed
by a sequel, Queen of the Night. Leanne works as a children’s and YA specialist at an
independent bookshop.

Also Available

Also Available
This is Shyness

Queen of the Night

Leanne Hall
Trade Paper
US $9.95 | CAN $12.99
9781921656521 USC

Leanne Hall
Trade Paper
US $9.95 | CAN $12.99
9781921758645 USC

www.textpublishing.com.au

The Gaps
Leanne Hall

YOUNG ADULT FICTION
FEBRUARY
5 x 7½ | 368 pp
Trade Paper
US $11.95 | CAN $15.99
9781922330482 USC
Ages 13 and up

Text Publishing Company
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Ingrid Laguna returns to the resilient
characters of Songbird in this delightful
and moving companion novel about
friendship, belonging, and the importance
of standing up for those you love.
Praise for Sunflower:
“A beautifully observed story of identity, friendship, and belonging.”
—Nova Weetman, author of Sick Bay

Sunflower

Jamila is happy in her new home in Australia, though she still misses her old
life in Iraq. She and her new best friend Eva sing side-by-side in the choir at
school and have picnics together on the weekends.
Soon, Jamila receives some exciting news: Mina, her oldest friend from
Iraq, is coming to Australia. Jamila can’t wait to see her and introduce her
to Eva. But when Mina arrives, things do not go as planned. Jamila feels
torn between her two friends, and sad that Mina isn’t the same person she
remembers. Can Jamila be a true friend to Mina, and help her feel safe and
happy in her new home?
A companion novel to the much-loved Songbird, Ingrid Laguna’s moving
new book delicately explores the refugee experience. Sunflower is about
finding one’s place, feeling at home, and the power of friendship.

Ingrid Laguna
Ingrid Laguna is a writer, teacher, and musician. She lives in Melbourne and has taught

English to children and adults from all over the world, many of whom have refugee
backgrounds.
JUVENILE FICTION
MARCH
5 x 7½ | 176 pp
Trade Paper
US $8.95 | CAN $11.99
9781922268754 USC
Ages 9 to 12
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Also Available
Songbird
Ingrid Laguna
Trade Paper
US $8.95 | CAN $11.99
9781925773538 USC

Text Publishing Companywww.textpublishing.com.au

Award-winning author Kate Milner
brings us a witty tale, celebrating the
importance of listening to everyone, not
just those who shout the loudest.

When Mrs. Cake puts together a delicious spread, her friends are too
distracted to notice. Along with the help of a little boy and his cat, she tries
to get their attention . . . But that doesn’t quite go to plan. Will they ever be
heard above the hullabaloo?
Kate Milner has written and illustrated many books, including My Name is Not Refugee,

and has won the V&A Student Illustration Award (2016) and the Klaus Flugge Prize (2018).

Sorry, Mrs. Cake!
Kate Milner

JUVENILE FICTION
OCTOBER
9½ x 10¾ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.99 | CAN $22.99
9781910328781 USC
Ages 4 and up

www.tinyowl.co.uk
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Rock and Roll
Hazel Terry

The Snowman
and the Sun
Susan Taghdis
Illustrations by Ali Mafakheri

JUVENILE FICTION
FEBRUARY
9¼ x 9¼ | 32 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.99 | CAN $22.99
9781910328804 USC
Ages 4 and up

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
9¼ x 9¼ | 24 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Cloth, Picture Book
US $16.99 | CAN $22.99
9781910328798 USC
Ages 3 and up

With fascinating fossil prints on every
page, Rock and Roll cleverly explores
common feelings such as jealousy and
competition.

This simple and charming story explores
the wonders of the water cycle.

Rock and Roll are boulders, both standing the test of time high up in the
mountains. But when people come along, adorning them with beautiful
objects, they soon become jealous of each other, and things begin to
topple . . . Will they remain mighty boulders forever?

Where do snowmen go when they melt? Told from the snowman’s point of
view, this playful tale explores the water cycle, the weather, and the seasons.
It can also be read as a modern-day fable, and offers opportunities for
deeper reflection on the different stages in our lives.

Hazel Terry lives in Edinburgh, Scotland. Rock and Roll is her picture book debut.
She studied Drawing and Painting in Edinburgh College of Art, and has an MA in
Illustration from the University of Hertfordshire.

Susan Taghdis was born in Shiraz, and has written a number of award-w inning Iranian
children’s books.

“An unusual wintry tale [ . . .] ideal to share with inquisitive children”
—BookTrust

Ali Mafakheri is an Iranian illustrator, designer and film-maker who trained in Tehran

and Paris.
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A damsel to the rescue!
Raised by a mean ogre of a father who eats his opponents for dinner,
Blancaflor is often told not to show off her own considerable powers for
fear of scaring off suitors. When a prince falls from the sky and wakes
up in her lap, she is spellbound and moves heaven and earth to help the
endearing, yet not so clever, young man, all while trying not to let him
know. Nadja Spiegelman and Sergio García Sánchez, the duo behind the
award-w inning Lost in NYC: A Subway Adventure, update a classic tale
extolling the strength and resourcefulness of women. Also available in
Spanish as Blancaflor, la heroína con poderes secretos: cuentos de Latinoamérica
(softcover 9781943145584, hardcover 9781943145577).
Nadja Spiegelman is the Eisner Award-nominated author of the Zig and Wikki series
of science comics for young children and the editor-i n-chief of an international literary
magazine. Her memoir, I’m Supposed to Protect You from All This, was published by Riverhead.
She is a contributing editor at The Paris Review and the co-editor of the 2016–2 017 project
Resist!, a magazine of women’s political comics and graphics.
Sergio García Sánchez , a professor of comics in Angoulême, France, and at the

University of Granada, Spain, is one of Europe’s most celebrated experimental cartoonists.
His work has been published in over forty-fi ve books and translated into nine languages.
He lives in Granada with his wife and collaborator, Lola Moral , who colored the art for
this book.

Blancaflor, The Hero
with Secret Powers
A Folktale from Latin America
Nadja Spiegelman
Illustrated by Sergio García Sánchez
Introduction by F. Isabel Campoy
JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
A TOON Graphic
7¾ x 10 | 56 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper
US $9.99 | CAN $12.99
9781943145560 W
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781943145553 W
Ages 8 to 12

www.toon-books.com
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Lost in NYC: A Subway Adventure
A TOON Graphic
Nadja Spiegelman

Illustrated by Sergio García Sánchez
JUVENILE NONFICTION
7¾ x 10 | 52 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper, Picture Book
US $9.99 | CAN $12.99
9781943145485 W
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781935179818 W
Ages 8 to 12

The Dragon Slayer: Folktales
from Latin America
A TOON Graphic
Jaime Hernandez

Introduction by F. Isabel Campoy
JUVENILE FICTION
7¾ x 10 | 48 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper, Picture Book
US $9.99 | CAN $12.99
9781943145294 W
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781943145287 W
Ages 8 to 12

Black Heroes of the Wild West:
Featuring Stagecoach Mary,
Bass Reeves, and Bob Lemmons
A TOON Graphic
James Otis Smith

Introduction by Kadir Nelson
JUVENILE NONFICTION
7¾ x 10 | 60 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper, Picture Book
US $9.99 | CAN $12.99
9781943145522 W
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781943145515 W
Ages 8 to 12

Wildflowers

Hansel and Gretel

The White Snake

JUVENILE FICTION
6 x 9 | 40 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $12.95 | CAN $16.99
9781943145539 W
Ages 6 to 9

JUVENILE FICTION
7¾ x 10 | 56 pp
B&W illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781935179627 W
Ages 8 to 12

JUVENILE FICTION
7¾ x 10 | 60 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Trade Paper, Picture Book
US $9.99 | CAN $12.99
9781943145386 W
Paper over Board
US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781943145379 W
Ages 8 to 12

TOON Level 2
Liniers
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A TOON Graphic
Neil Gaiman and Lorenzo Mattotti

A TOON Graphic
Ben Nadler

Selected Backlist from TOON Bookswww.toon-books.com

Two Silences
Vilnius, Lithuania
www.twosilences.com

Two Silences is the feeling that fills our home when we open our books. To us, this silence speaks volumes and is filled with
meaningful conversations between the pages—sometimes lighthearted, sometimes serious, provoking, educational, or calming.
As an independent publisher, we have the privilege of publishing books we truly love about the real-life topics that matter to
us most. We care about the things that are at the core of a fulfilling life: balanced nutrition, responsible consumption, a return to
nature, a deeper understanding of oneself and others, and all the things that help urban dwellers in finding a deeper connection with
themselves and the environment while forming new, healthy habits.
The books we publish are inspired by our lives, and help us to discover topics that are relevant, meaningful, and valuable in the
moment. We are constantly looking for interesting stories and inspiring authors so that we may give their creations a voice. The topics
we publish vary, from children’s literature and parental guides to fiction, poetry, and inspirational photobooks.
Although Two Silences has its roots in the heart of Europe—Lithuania—our area of interest extends far beyond the borders of
our homeland, from Paraguay, Uzbekistan and Indonesia to Catalonia, India, and the distant African countries.
We strive to create books that will inspire the reader not only by the quality of the content, but also with creative and unexpected
design solutions that expand a book’s appeal beyond its pages. Pushing the limits is what drives us forward. We go for it with eyes
wide open and minds full of new ideas for events, discussions, workshops, and other activities that all start with a moment of
silence . . .
www.twosilences.com

first season at Consortium
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A charming tale of discovery, beloved by
readers of all ages.

Is the world small, cozy, and edible? Or maybe it’s an infinity of acorns,
squirrels, and forests? Follow this tiny story about a tiny bug trying to
answer those questions, and in the process, discovering the world.
This beautifully illustrated board book is dedicated to the very youngest
readers, but thanks to its unique content, it will be loved and appreciated by
all age groups.
Babies up to 18 months will be mesmerized by the bright colors and
playful cut-outs; toddlers will learn that the world is big, beautiful, and
friendly; and parents will find a deeper meaning in the story, which can be
interpreted as child’s coming of age or the importance of one’s point of view
in life.
Tiny Like a Bug was selected as a runner up in the Martynas Mažvydas
National Library of Lithuania’s 2019 “National First Book” competition.

Tiny Like a Bug
Kotryna Zylė

JUVENILE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
5½ x 5½ | 16 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Board Book
US $11.00 | CAN $14.99
9786098232288 W
Ages 1 to 5
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Kotryna Zylė is an award-w inning author, illustrator, and designer of books for children
and young adults. Zylė’s books are often rooted in Lithuanian mythology and include
allegorical reflections on key issues in life and the universe that will delight young readers.
She was born and raised in Vilnius, Lithuania, and studied at the Vilnius Academy of
Arts the Polytechnic University of Milan earning a master’s degree in Graphic Design.
While still a student, she began to dive into the visual communication of cultural
heritage and became interested in Lithuanian mythology. In 2012, she began writing and
illustrating her first children’s book, The Giant Baby, and ever since, her love of children’s
literature, illustration, and mythology has been a source of inspiration for new books and
projects.

Two Silenceswww.twosilences.com

A sneak peek at art from Tiny Like a Bug!

www.twosilences.com

Two Silences
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Join Vera as she embarks on a fantastic
journey seeking out the greatest scientists
of the modern world to understand what
life is, and other secrets of the universe.
The Curious Vera is a book for children who want to explore the secrets
of the universe. Vera is just an average kid, with an exceptional curiosity.
Based on the personal story and experience of author and self-proclaimed
“Space Commander-i n-Chief ” Goda Raibyte, The Curious Vera will inspire
curiosity in our young readers and the grown-ups reading along with them,
encouraging them to dive deeper into the exciting world of science and
cosmic adventure.
Vera will introduce you to some of the greatest scientists of the modern
world who have dedicated their careers to exploring the cosmos. Discover
their scientific and philosophical positions on the exploration of the
universe, the search for life among the stars, and their vision of the most
intriguing questions that science is trying to solve in the near future.
Goda Raibytė is a restless science explorer, journalist, TV host, and founder of Techo.lt

The Curious Vera
In search for life among the stars
Goda Raibytė
Contributions by Charles Elachi
Cover art by Kristina Alijosiute

and the “Breakfast for Astronauts” lecture series, although sometimes, she prefers to be go
by Space Commander-i n-C hief, Director of the Cosmos, or simply a “sciencer” (a word she
invented herself). Inspired by the stories her grandfather used to tell, Raibytė has raised
her gaze towards the infinite sky since early childhood. She is encouraged to constantly
question the world that surrounds us by trying to solve the secrets of the universe. Raibytė
associates and collaborates with the world’s most notable scientists, and she loves to share
her knowledge with others with the hope of encouraging a profound interest in science.
Charles Elachi (a former JPL Director), Steven Goldbarb (CERN), Egle Cekanaviciute

JUVENILE NONFICTION
NOVEMBER
7¼ x 10½ | 240 pp
Color illustrations throughout
Paper over Board
US $28.00 | CAN $32.99
9786098232325 W
Ages 6 to 10
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(a neuroscientist for NASA AMES Research Center) and Pete Warden (a former director
of NASA Ames Research Center), Paolo Ferri (European Space Agency), Jill Tarter (Chair
Emeritus for SETI Research Center).

Two Silenceswww.twosilences.com

Vice President, Sales

Mid-Atlantic

Jim Nichols

Consortium Book Sales & Distribution
34 13th Avenue NE, Suite 101
Minneapolis, MN 55413
ph 612/746-2600
f 612/746-2606

Midwest
Stuart Abraham

Abraham Associates
5120-A Cedar Lake Road
St. Louis Park, MN 55416
ph 952/927-7920; 800/701-2489
f 952/927-8089
stu@abrahamassociatesinc.com

John Mesjak

Abraham Associates
5120-A Cedar Lake Road
St. Louis Park, MN 55416
ph 815/762-0598
f 952/927-8089
john@abrahamassociatesinc.com

Emily Johnson

Abraham Associates
5120-A Cedar Lake Road
St. Louis Park, MN 55416
ph 800/701-2489
f 952/927-8089
emily@abrahamassociatesinc.com

Upstate and Western NY
Eileen Bertelli

Parson Weems Publisher Services
48 Wawayanda Road
Warwick, NY 10990
ph 845/987-7233
f 866/761-7112
eileenbertelli@parsonweems.com

DC, DE, MD, NJ, NYC Metro, PA
Jason Kincade

Parson Weems Publisher Services
19 Bushwick Avenue, 3R
Brooklyn, NY 11211
ph 347/244-2165
jasonkincade@parsonweems.com

Office Manager
Causten Stehle

Parson Weems Publisher Services
310 N. Front St., Suite 4-10
Wilmington, NC 28401-3909
ph 914/948-4259
f 866/861-0337
office@parsonweems.com

New England

Mid-South and Southeast

Stephen Williamson

Bill McClung

New England Book Reps
68 Main Street
Acton, MA 01720-3540
ph 978/263-7723
f 978/263-7721
WWABooks@aol.com

Christopher R. Kerr

Parson Weems Publisher Services
866 Adams St., #2
Boston, MA 02124-5206
914/357-4187
chriskerr@parsonweems.com

West Coast
Dory Dutton

Karel/Dutton Group
111 Pueblito Road
Corrales, NM 87048
ph 818/269-4882
f 480/247-5158
dory.dutton@valleyvillagemail.com

Ellen Towell and Howard Karel
Karel/Dutton Group
3145 Geary Boulevard #619
San Francisco, CA 94118
ph 415/668-0829
f 415/668-2463
ellentowell.kdg@gmail.com

Ted Seykora

Mark O’Neal

Sandra Law

Lise Solomon

Abraham Associates
5120-A Cedar Lake Road
St. Louis Park, MN 55416
ph 800/701-2489
f 952/927-8089
ted@abrahamassociatesinc.com
Abraham Associates
5120-A Cedar Lake Road
St. Louis Park, MN 55416
ph 630/352-8640
f 952/927-8089
sandra@abrahamassociatesinc.com

Bill McClung & Associates
20540 State Highway 46 W
Suite 115
Spring Branch, TX 78070
ph 214/505-1501
f 877/847-1619
bmcclung@ix.netcom.com

Terri McClung

Bill McClung & Associates
20540 State Highway 46 W
Suite 115
Spring Branch, TX 78070
ph 214/676-3161
f 888/311-8932
tmcclung@ix.netcom.com

Comics Market
Tony Shenton

Comics Market Rep
Shenton Sales
44 Park Street
Jersey City, NJ 07304
ph 201/790-8428
shenton4sales@aol.com

Karel/Dutton Group
4941 Defiance Way
San Diego, CA 92115
ph 562/587-0956
f 877/847-1619
oneal.mark@gmail.com
Karel/Dutton Group
1047 Stannage Avenue
Albany, CA 94706
ph 510/528-0579
f 510/900-1088
lise.solomon@sonic.net
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CA, HI, UT, WY

CT, ME, MA, NH, NJ, NY except
Manhattan, Brooklyn, RI, VT

For questions relating to:

L.A. Gift Mart
1933 S. Broadway #830
Los Angeles, CA 90007
ph 800/282-5863
f 888/748-5895
info@stephenyoung.net

Winters Group

ph 866/400-5351
f 800/937-8100
gift.sales@ingramcontent.com

NV

NY (100–119),
N. NJ (070–079,087–089)

Stephen Young

Anne McGilvray & Company

International Market Center
455 S. Grand Central Pkwy, Ste C1090
Las Vegas, NV 89106
ph 702/289-4832
f 702/289-4841
lvshowroom@annmcgilvray.com

AR, AZ, CO, IL, IN, IA, KS, LA, MI,
MO, NM, OH, OK, TX
Anne McGilvray & Company
AMCI Showplace
2332 Valdina Street
Dallas, TX 75207
ph 214/638-4438
f 214/638-4535
info@annemcgilvray.com

150 Hazard Avenue C1
Enfield, CT 06082
ph 860/749-3317
f 860/265-7906
info@wintersgroupinc.com

Total Communications, Inc.

Barbara Toback
332 Bleeker St.
New York, NY 10014
ph 917/846-2628
barbaratoback@gmail.com
Territories: NY Manhattan, Brooklyn

DC, DE, MD, PA, VA, WV, NY
(except 100–119), S. NJ
(080–086)
Anne McGilvray & Company
(previously ISBN Sales)
2332 Valinda St.
Dallas, TX 75207
ph 214/638-4535

MN, NE, ND, SD

AL, FL, GA, NC, SC, KY, TN, MS

Anne McGilvray & Company

Anne McGilvray & Company

Minneapolis Gift Mart
10301 Bren Road West
Orange Gallery Room #378
Minnetonka, MN 55343
ph 952/932-7153
f 952/912-0273
info@annemcgilvray.com

(previously 225 Unlimited)
Atlanta Gift Mart
Building 2, #1718
40 John Portman Blvd
Atlanta, GA 30303
ph 800/679-0703
f 404/586-9224

Customer service

Special Channels
Lisa Tomasello, Director, Mass
Merchandise and Special Markets Sales
ph 860/599-2389
Lisa.Tomasello@ingramcontent.com
Judy Witt, Gift Sales Manager
ph 219/242-8377
judy.witt@ingramcontent.com
Sanford Hernandez, Manager, Specialty
Retail Sales
ph 818/914-9433
sandy.hernandez@ingramcontent.com
Tom Lupoff, Sales Representative—
Travel and Outdoor
ph 877/528-1444 x 3754
tom.lupoff@ingramcontent.com
Steve Quinn
Sales Manager, Specialty Retail
ph 401/209-9869
steve.quinn@ingramcontent.com
Erin Procario, Sales Representative
Special Markets
ph 646/854-2780
Erin.Procario@ingramcontent.com
Samantha Leong, Sales Assistant Special
Markets and Specialty Retail
ph 212/340-8168
Samantha.leong@ingramcontent.com

AK
Karen Sobolesky & Associates
331 East 87th Avenue, Suite 102
Anchorage, AK 99515
ph 907/929-3161
f 907/929-3944
info@kscoalaska.com
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ORDERING INFORMATION
IN CANADA
Publishers Group Canada
128A Sterling Rd., Suite 201
Toronto, Ontario M6R 2B7
ph 416/934-9900
f 416/934-1410
info@pgcbooks.ca

Order Desk and Customer Service
Raincoast Book Distribution
2440 Viking Way
Richmond, BC V6V 1N2
Toll free: 800/663-5714
Toll free fax: 800/565-3770
customerservice@raincoast.com
http://services.raincoast.com

Lori Richardson

Sales Director, National Accounts
Publishers Group Canada
ph 416/934-9900 x 207
lori@pgcbooks.ca

ONTARIO, QUEBEC
Michael Martin (trade and gift
accounts)
Michael Martin and Associates
594 Windermere Avenue
Toronto, ON M6S 3L8
ph 416/769-3947
Toll free: 866/225-3439
f 416/769-5967
michael@martinsalesagency.ca

Bronte Germaine

Michael Martin and Associates
PO Box 72081
Coxwell/Danforth PO
Toronto, ON M4C 0A7
ph 613/897-0076
f 416/769-5967
bronte@martinsalesagency.ca

BRITISH COLUMBIA, ALBERTA,
AND THE TERRITORIES
Heather Read (trade and gift
accounts)
Read & Co Books
c/o Adams Storage View Royal
7 Adams Place
Victoria, BC V9B 6P6
ph 250/532-3976
readandcobooks@gmail.com

SASKATCHEWAN, MANITOBA
(trade and gift accounts) and
ALBERTA (gift accounts)
Rorie Bruce

Aydin Virani Sales & Marketing
737 Montrose Street
Winnipeg, MB R3M 3M5
ph 204/488-9481
f 204/487-3993
rorbruce@mymts.net

LIBRARIES AND ATLANTIC
CANADA
Margot Stokreef

Martin and Associates Sales Agency
594 Windermere Avenue
Toronto, ON M6S 3L8
ph 416/769-3947
Toll free: 866/225-3439
f 416/769-5967
margot@martinsalesagency.ca

UNITED KINGDOM, IRELAND,
AND EUROPE
General Enquiries:
INGRAM

AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND

INDIA ORDERING INFORMATION

Tricia Remark

Penguin Books India Pvt. Ltd

AUSTRALIA

ASIA, INDIA, MIDDLE EAST

NewSouth Books

Edison Garcia

Senior Sales Representative
Ingram Publisher Services International
1400 Broadway Suite 520
New York, NY 10018
Phone: 212-581-7839
Email: Tricia.Remark@ingramcontent.com

Orders and Distribution
Phone: (02) 4390 1300
Email: adscs@alliancedist.com.au

MIDDLE EAST
IPR Team, Middle East Sales Group

Senior Manager, International Sales
Ingram Publisher Services International
1400 Broadway Suite 520
New York, NY 10018
Phone: 212-340-8170
Email: Edison.Garcia@ingramcontent.com

PO Box 25731, 1311 Nicosia
CYPRUS
Tel: + 357 22872355
Fax: + 357 22872359
Email: iprschl@spidernet.com.cy

FOR ALL OTHER MARKETS AND
GENERAL INTERNATIONAL
ENQUIRIES

EUROPE, LATIN AMERICA,
CARIBBEAN

1400 Broadway Suite 520
New York, NY 10018
Email: IPS_Intlsales@ingramcontent.com

5th Floor
52–54 St John Street
Clerkenwell
London
EC1M 4HF
United Kingdom
Email: ipsuk_enquiries@ingramcontent.
com

Matthew Dickie

Ordering Information:
Grantham Book Services

SOUTH AFRICA

Trent Road
Grantham, NG31 7XQ, UK
Phone: +44 (0) 1476 541 080
Fax: +44 (0) 1476 541 061
Email: orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk (UK)
Email: export@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk (Export)

7th Floor, Infinity Tower C
DLF Cyber City, Phase - III,
Gurgaon-122 002 Haryana
India
Phone: +91 124 478 5600
sales@penguinrandomhouse.in

Ingram UK
5th Floor
52 – 54 St John Street
Clerkenwell, London
EC1M 4HF
Email: Matthew.Dickie@ingramcontent.com

Ingram Publisher Services
International

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
Please send orders and remittances to:
ips_international.orders@ingramcontent.
com

Jonathan Ball Publishers

Office C4, The District 41
Sir Lowry Road
Woodstock, Cape Town
South Africa 7925
Phone: +27 (0) 21 469 8932
Fax: +27 (0) 86 270 0825
Queries email: services@jonathanball.
co.za
Orders email: orders@jonathanball.co.za

Karis Moelker

Ingram Publisher Services International
1400 Broadway, Suite 520
New York, NY 10018
Phone: 212/714-8196
Email: Karis.Moelker@ingramcontent.com
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Ordering Information
Consortium Book Sales &
Distribution
The Keg House
34 13th Avenue NE, Suite 101
Minneapolis, MN 55413-1007
info@cbsd.com
www.cbsd.com
Phone: 612/746-2600
Fax: 612/746-2606
United States Orders and Returns
Orders:
Ingram Publisher Services
1 Ingram Blvd. Mail stop #512
Lavergne, TN 37086
Phone: 1-866-400-5351
Email: ips@ingramcontent.com
EDI: Pubnet SAN number:
6318630
Returns:
Ingram Publisher Services
191 Edwards Drive
Jackson, TN 38301

Returns must include a packing list
with full title and ISBN for each
shipment.
Orders for Consortium books
combine to ship with books sold
by PGW, Two Rivers, and Ingram
Academic.
Shipments are eligible for free
freight when the combined quantity is 15 units or more, or the net
value is $350 or more.

Visit www.cbsd.com for a searchable list of all our titles.
Be sure to also sign up for Communique, Library Express,
Kids Kaleidoscope, and other e-newsletters for updates
on new and forthcoming releases, awards news, publicity,
and more!

Accounts can now sign up
for automatic order confirmation
emails when orders are entered,
and when orders ship. Contact
ips@ingramcontent.com to enroll.
Consortium offers credit for
damaged books up to $100
through Ingram’s hassle-free
returns program through ipage.
If you do not use ipage, contact
ips@ingramcontent.com to receive
credit for damaged merchandise.

Explanation of international distribution codes
(foreign rights):
NA = North America
US = US, its Trust Territories, & Philippines
USC = US & Canada Only
USLA = US & Latin America/Caribbean
USCO = US, Canada, & Open Market
W = World
An asterisk (*) indicates an exception to a territory.
Please note:
All prices and publication dates are subject to change without notice.
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Consortium Book Sales & Distribution: 1-866-400-5351

Prospective Publishers
If you are an independent publisher and feel that you could thrive in partnership with us, please
send us the following information for our review:
• Two or more sample titles and sample marketing plans
• An overview of your company and current distribution
• Brief overview of your current or prospective publishing program including a list of frontlist
and backlist titles, publication dates, author, and promotional information
• Current catalog (if available)
Please send submissions to the following address:
Consortium Book Sales & Distribution
Attn: Publisher Acquisitions
The Keg House
34 13th Avenue NE, Suite 101
Minneapolis, MN 55413-1007
Outside the United States and Canada, please send submissions to:
Managing Director
Ingram
5th Floor
52–54 St John Street
Clerkenwell
London
EC1M 4HF

Please allow 6–8 weeks for a response. We are not able to take calls to see if your book has arrived,
so please use a traceable form of shipment (UPS, FedEx, certified mail, etc.) that provides you
with a receipt for proof of delivery.
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Consortium Book Sales & Distribution is the exclusive distributor for
more than 150 independent publishers from the United States, Canada,
the United Kingdom, Europe, India, and Australia. Books are represented
by the Consortium sales force in the United States and Canada.
In addition to sales and distribution services, we provide
marketing, promotional, and event support.

Catalog produced by Bookmobile Design & Digital Publisher Services, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Catalog designed by Consortium Book Sales & Distribution and
Bookmobile Design & Digital Publisher Services.
Please recycle when finished.
Printed in the United States.

